Respondent
ID

Collector ID

Start Date

End Date

IP Address

Are y ou
happy to
proceed?

6908996235

174219154

2018-07-01 23:44:57

2018-07-02 0:03:09

Yes

No

No

6908707817

174219154

2018-06-30 23:09:42

2018-06-30 23:23:24

Yes

Yes

Yes

The Estate owners are themselves members of the community and custodians of the land they are privileged to own. They are aware of the responsibility that goes with that and the need to ensure that the land is managed sustainably to provide an income, not only for the Family but to support the business’s employees and
local contractors who provide services to the business. This approach provides benefits of rural and regional employment and by virtue of scale enables decision making that can operate at a landscape scale to provide benefits that would be difficult to deliver were the land to be in multiple ownership. Communication
with Local Authorities, Agencies, Community Councils and Community groups is a feature of this stewardship and facilitating community aspirations, both local and national an important part of the business’s strategy.

Highlands

6908634806

174219154

2018-06-30 18:13:04

2018-06-30 18:14:25

Yes

Yes

With the current arrangement of land ownership, increased operating efficiency and the resulting economic benefits are felt throughout the country’s economy, However, these would be lost should land be broken into smaller areas and ownership ascribed to greater numbers. The benefits above are primarily due to the
optimal economies of scale felt currently, which in practice would shrink if land were divided up amongst many more owners. Furthermore, small numbers of owners who continue to practise land ownership in a professional and conscientious way (which I believe is mostly the case currently) will allow a consistent approach
to land management with a clear vision for the future. It avoids a 'bitty' and uncoordinated approach to land management and ownership which can be abused and affected by populist views, much to the detriment of those who rely on effective and sustainable land use (i.e. the whole population, both now and particularly in
the future). Smaller areas being owned by more people would mean that some people take ownership of the best areas of land, whilst others are saddled with less productive land, but both are tasked with managing it effectively, on a productivity and environmental level. There is currently no mechanism to average out the
imbalance in productivity between areas of land, and so to avoid compounding disparity between those who own 'good' land and those who own 'bad' land, a high-level system of redistribution would. The administration of such a system would be hugely costly, it would remove incentives to manage land effectively and
efficiently, and importantly it could be avoided entirely: large scale land ownership protects against the 'cherry picking' of the two types of land described and when viewed alongside economies of scale argument it makes for a more productive and self-balancing system of land use. Lastly, when it comes to the custodianship
of land, small-scale land owners may well focus on protecting their own small areas but are rarely prepared to engage with custodianship objectives outside their own four walls; for ‘big picture’ protection of Scotland's land and population (economically, socially, culturally and environmentally) the best results would be
delivered by large-scale land ownership.

Yes

All the points made in box '3' are informed by both personal experience and wider discussion, so can be applied here. Specifically, concentrated land ownership in the Borders allows for a 'zoomed out' approach to land management which is responsible on a broad level (i.e. it considers the relationships between different
practices and land-use disciplines in a large area). There is a clear incentive for landowners to respond effectively to the differing but interwoven requirements of communities, farming land, the environment and residential sectors. This ‘zoomed out’ approach enables landowners to manage any tensions between the different
land uses effectively, and make coordinated plans for the sustainable future of the area in a way that less concentrated land ownership would struggle to do.

South east Scotland
(Edinburgh, East and MidLothian, Scottish Borders)

6908615210

174219154

2018-06-30 13:46:15

2018-06-30 18:12:29

Yes

Yes

With the current arrangement of land ownership, increased operating efficiency and the resulting economic benefits are felt throughout the country’s economy, However, these would be lost should land be broken into smaller areas and ownership ascribed to greater numbers. The benefits above are primarily due to the
optimal economies of scale felt currently, which in practice would shrink if land were divided up amongst many more owners. Furthermore, small numbers of owners who continue to practise land ownership in a professional and conscientious way (which I believe is mostly the case currently) will allow a consistent approach
to land management with a clear vision for the future. It avoids a 'bitty' and uncoordinated approach to land management and ownership which can be abused and affected by populist views, much to the detriment of those who rely on effective and sustainable land use (i.e. the whole population, both now and particularly in
the future). Smaller areas being owned by more people would mean that some people take ownership of the best areas of land, whilst others are saddled with less productive land, but both are tasked with managing it effectively, on a productivity and environmental level. There is currently no mechanism to average out the
imbalance in productivity between areas of land, and so to avoid compounding disparity between those who own 'good' land and those who own 'bad' land, a high-level system of redistribution would. The administration of such a system would be hugely costly, it would remove incentives to manage land effectively and
efficiently, and importantly it could be avoided entirely: large scale land ownership protects against the 'cherry picking' of the two types of land described and when viewed alongside economies of scale argument it makes for a more productive and self-balancing system of land use. Lastly, when it comes to the custodianship
of land, small-scale land owners may well focus on protecting their own small areas but are rarely prepared to engage with custodianship objectives outside their own four walls; for ‘big picture’ protection of Scotland's land and population (economically, socially, culturally and environmentally) the best results would be
delivered by large-scale land ownership.

Yes

All the points made in box '3' are informed by both personal experience and wider discussion, so can be applied here. Specifically, concentrated land ownership in the Borders allows for a 'zoomed out' approach to land management which is responsible on a broad level (i.e. it considers the relationships between different
practices and land-use disciplines in a large area). There is a clear incentive for landowners to respond effectively to the differing but interwoven requirements of communities, farming land, the environment and residential sectors. This ‘zoomed out’ approach enables landowners to manage any tensions between the different
land uses effectively, and make coordinated plans for the sustainable future of the area in a way that less concentrated land ownership would struggle to do.

South east Scotland
(Edinburgh, East and MidLothian, Scottish Borders)

6908518411

174219154

2018-06-30 10:38:02

2018-06-30 11:25:18

Yes

No

No

Yes

Concentration of ownership limits access to land to enable social, community, housing and economic development. Concentration of ownership places the power to make decisions for the whole community and what happens to it in the hands of one person. In the absence of local authorties willing to enforce CPO to enable
development where landowners unwilling to release land - development is reliant on the whim of the landowner, on the value they expect for the land, on their terms and sometimes only if it advantages them.

Yes

Landowners of all kinds with unreasonable expectations of land value which either delays or prevents development. Affordable housing development on Iona on only available land (due to inalienable NTS/agricultural tenancy limits on other land) owned by the Church of Scotland. Church first refused to sell to community
group and then held out for value more than social housing value set by the DV (any value above this unlikely as both council and Historic Scotland opposed development of anything but social housing) This delayed development for a number of years. Community raised funds to offer above DV valuation. On another
island the local landowner also held out for significantly greater value for land for the development of housing association houses - top up had to be secured from HIE to allow the development to go ahead. Again on the same island the landowner’s expectation of land value prevented the purchase of land through the SLF by
the community for housing and other development. Before community ownership, affordable housing development was all but impossible in Gigha, Eigg, and Knoydart. it remains very difficult in areas where one landowner effectively controls access to land and local authorities will not use CPO powers for housing.
Concentration of ownership makes community reliant on the willingness of landowners to sell land for development; and often this land is difficult or uneconomical to develop effectively preventing development. Rather than strategic use of most suitable land for housing development communities can be forced to attempt
to make development work on land offered which might be long way from infrastructure and have too many constraints to make the development viable. Potentially land reform changes will make a more strategic use of land more possible and interaction with local place plans might help enable the use of CPO by local
authority and/or the community possible.

Yes

CoS argued that as a charity they had to secure
"best value" for the land they held. However my
understanding of charity law is that "best value"
does not mean highest price. On the other island
the landowner knew that the housing
development was a high policy priority and
therefore expected to be able to secure a higher
price. They felt they were doing their civic duty by
offering any land for sale at all.

Argyll and Bute

a charity

and a private landowner

Yes

6908498821

174219154

2018-06-29 23:50:00

2018-06-30 10:26:42

Yes

No

No

Yes

It denies opportunities to everyone else. Scotland has many able, ambitious residents with ideas for businesses and the energy and ability to put them into place. Some businesses need access to a small area of land, others to larger areas, but without access to some suitable land it's difficult or impossible to make a start.
Scotland has an affordable housing problem and lack of access to suitable (affordable) land is one of the many issues causing this. Without affordable housing we cannot hope to retain our younger people in particular. Scottish government policy for rural areas in particular is very much based on local communities
developing their own solutions to issues in their areas. Funding goes along with this. Where communities cannot access areas of suitable land to develop facilities needed, including housing, business units for let, and for income generating projects for the community, they become more and more disadvantaged. Those living
in such areas and trying to develop and maintain such projects become tired and stressed as they battle away making very limited progress, as their community becomes more fragile despite their efforts. There is a big mismatch between government policy re community empowerment and the actual situation. Same with
funders, so much funding is now focussed on ownership and development of community assets. Communities are expected to take on and provide services councils are no longer able to, this is not sustainable unless they are able to develop genuine assets to enable them to provide and finance these services.

Yes

My problems started around the time that we got our local development trust, Applecross Community Company, underway. At the time I was working for Raasay House Community Company and received support from experienced staff at the Community Land Unit. I became more aware of the opportunities open to communities which owned land and land based Yes
assets as a result. Applecross was apparently thriving in many ways, but I was aware that the population was ageing as more and more local young people moved away and we were unable to retain many of the younger people who moved to Applecross to work, mainly due to lack of affordable housing. Some long term residents were living year round in
caravans, including families with young children. Affordable rented housing completed in 2003 had been in great demand and it was clear there was considerable need for more. The Community Council tasked HSCHT with carrying out a housing needs survey in 2007 which provided clear evidence of need. The CC approached the Applecross Trust to ask for suitable
land for HSCHT or a housing association to develop affordable rented housing on. Sites were offered but none were suitable, nothing more came of this. When the Community Company was set up in 2008 the Applecross Trust was initially supportive. Our first project was to save the filling station from closure which they apparently thought was an appropriate
community project of no threat to them. They donated £5,000 towards it. We had identified the opportunities for community owned renewable energy schemes and approached the Applecross Trust (and crofters) for agreement in principle to assess the viability of hydro schemes on their land. This was readily given. We identified a suitable scheme to develop on
trust land and with one year's CCF funding in place to get all necessary permissions underway (including legal fees for the Community Company and for the Applecross Trust), we approached the trust to start discussions about the terms of a lease. The trustees were only in Applecross once a year, so we met with the factor, who was encouraging, even suggesting
that the rent might be low because the income was to be spent in the community. He asked for a written submission to be sent to the trustees, so we produced a detailed 15 page long document, including information on the earning capacity of the scheme and the many priorities the community was likely to spend the money on. Then all went quiet. We pushed
for a response and were told that the Trust had handed over negotiations to Bidwells, which was also dealing with negotiations for leases for two hydro schemes RWE NPower was planning to build on trust land. Communications became very complicated with so many parties involved, our lawyer, their lawyer, Bidwells, the factor, the trustees. It wasn't clear who
was steering things. Bidwells insisted that the community hydro should be offered similar terms to those offered to RWE, saying there was "no difference" between a community owned scheme and a commercial one. I asked for a meeting with all parties in the same place at the same time, which took place (though of course no Applecross Trust trustees attended)
but did not resolve anything. In late August we held an open evening with our hydro engineers in attendance to inform people living in the immediate area of our plans for the hydro and to allow them to ask questions and raise any issues. The chair of the Applecross Trust was in residence for his month of deer shooting and he was invited along. Instead he met
with our reps and engineers the next day and shocked everyone by saying that the Applecross Trust was going to take over the scheme and develop it themselves. We had already put 18 months’ work and a considerable amount of grant income into the development but had no way of stopping this happening. It later became apparent that this was an attempt to
stop us pushing for more favourable terms for them by demonstrating their power, rather than a real plan. We went back to negotiations on terms which were incredibly slow. Our funding was only available until the end of March so we needed to make faster progress; other than the lease negotiations everything else went well. We accepted a grid connection
offer, carried out detailed design for the scheme and successfully applied for planning permission. But still the terms of the lease offered by the trust were not acceptable; they were only offering a 20 year lease (which would not have been acceptable to lenders) and they were asking for around 7% of gross income for rent. We provided evidence from other
community groups developing similar schemes of agreements with landowners at around 4%. We approached the funder for a month's extension to the grant period as legal negotiations were still underway. This was agreed and we pushed the estate to move faster. Another month's extension was agreed by the funder after intervention from our MSP but still the
agreement wasn't finalised by the end of this. We ended up having to use CARES loan to pay for the remainder of our legal fees and theirs, which added several thousand pounds to the cost of building the scheme. We did end up with better lease terms, at least for the first ten years, but the process was unnecessarily long, (probably) deliberately confusing and
stressful. I don't know why the trust did not develop their own hydro scheme or schemes as income generators for the estate. There is quite a number of potential schemes on the peninsula and we know that they had studies carried out, but they did not follow up recommendations. We experienced similar frustration in relation to a proposed wood fuel project,
which would have been a win/win situation for all involved. It would have brought in a contractor the Community Company had identified who would have felled the timber and taken it by sea to Skye where he ran district heating schemes. Not only would this have provided a local market for the area of timber that the Trust had grant funding to fell, but also for
large areas of timber which was ready to fell but for which they had no such subsidy. The contractor was also keen to work with the community company to set up several small district heating schemes in Applecross, earning him an income from the renewable heat subsidy (some of which he would have passed to the community) and providing local people with
access to affordable heat. This project was well underway, with funding in place which I had applied for from the Timber Transport forum, towards the cost of a slipway to allow barges in to carry out the timber. The contractor was going to pay the balance of this cost. The Timber Transport Forum was supportive of the plan but asked that the Applecross Trust
should lead the application, rather than the Community Company, as it was their timber. At that time a key member of the Trust's staff, with whom we had a very good relationship, left. The project fell apart without any further discussion with us. The proposed contractor was dropped without discussion, even though he had invested considerable time and money
into the development of the joint project, including paying engineers to design the slipway. We were not informed of what was going on. The work was awarded to another contractor who felled the area which had attracted a high percentage of public subsidy, transported it by road to Kishorn (over roads which are not suitable for heavy timber lorries) where it
was sent to Ireland and Belgium. The community was left with 300 tonnes of timber not worth transporting out and worth little or nothing, but much was made of this donation. No explanation was offered for the changes. The Timber Transport Forum paid for minor improvements to the coast road, instead of a useful multipurpose slipway. Our main issue
continues to be with lack of access to land for affordable housing, whether for individuals, housing associations or community to develop. The provision of this housing is essential if this community is to remain viable in the longer term. Two more housing needs surveys have been carried out, as well as two community consultations with a wider remit, and in all the
need for affordable housing is proven to be increasing. The reasons for this have been explained to the trust; demand for holiday and retirement homes in Applecross is so strong that prices have risen hugely. Local people cannot compete as they are mainly dependent on tourism for income. Although our tourism industry is well established and run, employment is
still seasonal and not very well paid. Over 40% of the population is now 60 or older (figures from GP's records) and over 40% of housing stock is holiday homes. Our businesses struggle to attract and retain workforce due to lack of accommodation, there are many now living in caravans, and many who leave each winter to live elsewhere when with a home in the
area they would be able to stay. This information and the consequences for the community is all explained to the trust but still no sensible offers of housing plots. They never say no, but offer the same unsuitable plots again and again, even though it has been explained by housing professionals at HSCHT what is needed to make a plot feasible to develop affordably.

We have tried to work closely and honestly with
them. They make this impossible. We have been
very open about the issues in the community and
how we want to tackle them and need access to
land to do it.

Highlands

a charity

A charity formed to
avoid tax, which most
likely would not be
accepted as a charity
now.

Yes

6908390861

174219154

2018-06-29 23:41:43

2018-06-29 23:52:49

Yes

No

Yes

Control of land by one owner can create a situation where necessary developments are not possible.

Yes

We as new crofters were in the process of building our Croft house, after agreements were in place and finance arranged it came to light we required access rights for residential use on ground between our Croft and the public highway . The ground is private laird owned. The result was a very stressful long process to get a
simple access agreement in place which the laird had said wasn’t a problem , we nearly lost the finance , the kit company wanted to increase the price , and it cost us a fortune to pay for the estates Edinburgh lawyers to eventually get access with almost childish conditions attached , we felt as though we were being put in our
place and reminded who held the power.

Yes

No comment from them .

Argyll and Bute

a private
individual or
business

6908248922

174219154

2018-06-29 18:32:41

2018-06-29 18:58:51

Yes

Yes

A lot of the land is used on a commercial basis, weather that be forestry, deer stalking,salmon fishing, grouse shooting and pheasant and partridge shooting and farming. If these were to be lost , you couldn’t replace that mass scale of land with anything else that would benefit the economy and local communities Anywhere
Near the same. Take this away and you will be left with ‘dead’ land in every sense of the word.

Yes

I’m a Grousekeeper on a large estate in the highlands, I moved to this job from Manchester and i love it.

Highlands

a private
individual
or
business

Yes

The work the Estate creates for local business is relentless. We have a
holiday lets and residential let’s. Which again is all generating money.

Highlands

a private
individual or
business

No

Yes

I don’t have any.

No

Highlands

a private
individual or
business

6906863580

174219154

2018-06-27 12:39:11

2018-06-27 12:48:48

Yes

Yes

I live in an area of fragmented owners, individually we do not have the resource to provide the level of public good that I see on big estates such as Drumlanrig

Yes

Large estates have the resource to manage projects and improvements, manage an enhanced public footprint and more choice/capability to invest in the environment and landscape

South west Scotland (South
Lanarkshire, South and East
Ayrshire, Dumfries and
Galloway)

a private
individual
or
business

Yes

I believe that big estates have more capacity to consult with the community

South west
Scotland
(South
Lanarkshire,
South and
East Ayrshire,
Dumfries and
Galloway)

a private
individual or
business

Yes

Just as there is the potential to do good, there is also the potential for disadvantage but in my view most large estates with diverse interests are managing for good

No

6906637456

174219154

2018-06-27 0:17:21

2018-06-27 0:24:11

Yes

No

No

Yes

Long term security for tenancies or security for longer term objectives such as tree growth or habitat recovery

Yes

Lack of security , and short term Implementation of policies such as grazing, planting, drainage or sport. There is also the issue of accountability if there is no request for public resources then the lanowner(s) can manipulate the resource with no oversight

Yes

Not received very favourably

Highlands

a private
individual or
business

6906623104

174219154

2018-06-26 23:37:19

2018-06-26 23:56:08

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Inability to access the countryside. Poor ecological management. Concentration on monocultures. Unnecessary culls, hares and badgers for example. Agribusiness is large scale often not of benefit to the local peoples or indeed responsive to the needs of civic Scotland. Few small parcels of land to enable diversity of
expression, small holdings or crofting. Abuse of EU farming subsidies.

Yes

barbed wire over paths. Inaccessible for the semi ambulant - I can no longer leap over styles. I am also aware of losing raptors over these large estates and a number undertaking illegal hunts with dogs.
impact. The land is not available - also the planning laws around even non permanent buildings are completely restrictive and encourage the concentration of land ownership.

Yes

Yes, no response or dismissed response.

East central
Scotland (Fife,
Dundee, Perth and
Kinross, Angus)

a private
individual or
business

6906423963

174219154

2018-06-26 17:21:05

2018-06-28 8:38:52

Yes

Yes

Yes

I recognise the potential for concentrated ownership to disadvantage a local community/the economy. I see that this could arise if a landowner owning land surrounding a settlement failed to engage with the local authority/community over the sale or lease of land to provide assets that are important for the health of the
community. The most obvious example would be where the owner is not prepared to promote and sell land for new housing development when new houses are needed in the locality. Other examples could be land for a new school car park or ground for a key part of infrastructure eg a new sewage works. However there are
existing powers available to deal with problematic situations where complete intransigence exits eg compulsory purchase powers and soon there will also be the power available under Part 5 of the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2016 in relation to the right to buy land to further sustainable development. Before rushing into the
promotion of new legislation work should be done to see why existing mechanisms are failing - and in respect of the Part 5 powers under the 2016 Act they need to be given the opportunity to be introduced and tested.

No

6906237495

174219154

2018-06-26 12:35:33

2018-06-26 12:55:04

Yes

No

Yes

Limited access to funding for projects. Limited say on what happens to the land in terms of development. Often these individual's or organisations do not have the "social entrepreneurial" skills to develop communities.

6906223027

174219154

2018-06-26 11:59:51

2018-06-26 12:09:12

Yes

6906198644

174219154

2018-06-26 10:52:52

2018-06-26 11:23:57

6906179502

174219154

2018-06-26 10:01:10

2018-06-26 12:55:59

Respons
e

In some
parts of
Scotland
most of the
land is owned
and
controlled by
a v ery small
number of
people. Do
y ou think
this has any
benef its?
This could
include
benef its to
the
env ironment,
the
economy ,
the local
community , l
d
Response

Please use the space below to describe any benef its y ou can think of .

Do y ou
hav e pers
onal
experienc
e of any
of
the benef i
ts y ou
hav e
described
?

Please use the space below to describe y our positiv e experience of concentrated land ownership.

Open-Ended Response

Response Open-Ended Response

Where in Scotland does this
experience relate to?

Does
this
experien
ce relate
to an
area of
land
owned
by ...

Response

Respons
e

a private
individual
or
business

a private
individual
or
business

Other (please specif y )

In question 6 this also relates to
Aberdeenshire and Moray but the drop
down box only permits one selection.

Do y ou
hav e any
other
positiv e
experiences
y ou would
like to tell
us about?

Please use the space below to describe any other positiv e
experience of concentrated land ownership y ou would like to tell us
about.

Where in
Scotland
does this
experience
relate to?

Does this
experience
relate to an
area of land
owned by ...

Response

Open-Ended Response

Response

Response

Yes

See question 5.

Highlands

a private
individual or
business

Other (please
specif y )

In question 10 this
also relates to
Aberdeenshire and
Moray but the drop
down box only permits
one selection.

Yes

Yes

quick decision making & implementation; ability to introduce private capital

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Please use the space below to describe any disadv antages y ou can think of .

Do y ou
hav e pers
onal
experienc
e of any
of the
disadv ant
ages y ou
hav e
described
?

Please use the space below to describe y our negativ e experience of concentrated land ownership.

Did
y ou inf orm
the land
owner (or
their
representati
v e) about
this
experience
?

Open-Ended Response

Response Other (please
specif y )

Open-Ended Response

Response

Comments

Response

Response

Yes

Curtails development which serves the community interest. Landowner has a veto on what can and cannot happen on land. Land is the fundamental building block for most activities/development and the person who controls land controls access to land for housing, economic development, both of which impact on
population and jobs which in turn affects the viability of community resources, e.g. school, community hall. Evidence indicates that community wellbeing is dependent on people having the opportunity to develop meaningful relationships and schools and community halls provide a hub for developing these relationships.
Accordingly, control of land can dictate whether communities thrive or decline.

Yes

1) Landbanking blocking alternative development - Landowner has land zoned for housing in the local development plan but has not developed it since it was allocated for this purpose (10 + years ago). Consequently, the next cycle of local plan development will not allow any new housing sites to come forward in our
community as it is considered to have sufficient housing allocation, despite the landowner making no moves to develop the housing and showing no signs of doing so in the forseeable future. As a result, there has been no new housing built in our community for several years and this means our school roll is constantly on
the cusp of declining. We fought to keep the school open in 2011 and have been proactve in encouraging parents to send their children to our small and friendly rural school but this becomes challenging when there is a shortage of housing to accommodate families. 2) Footpath link between school and hall being delayed
for years - due to landowner not responding to local authority requests confirming proposals and guaranteeing that everything would be reinstated in accord with landowner wishes if the land use ever changes.

Yes

Yes - re footpath. Community members visited the
landlord in person after other means of
communication had failed. No - housing issues as
it seems that all the power rests with the
landowner in this instance.

North east Scotland
(Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and
Moray)

a private
individual or
business

Yes

There may be areas where land owners are unwilling to engage with the community or bring forward land but we are unaware of any research or data which suggests these are anything other than a minority. We understand that powers are already available to the Scottish Government to address this.

No

No

No

No

No

My experience of large scale (concentrated) ownership of land in Scotland comes from my experience as a land manager (Chief Executive) employed by Dunecht Estates, a diverse rural property based business extending to c50 000 acres and comprising of 6 different Estates in Aberdeenshire and Kincardineshire. Dunecht’s interests include farming (in hand and let),
commercial forestry, field sports, residential property, commercial property, minerals and tourism. I have been employed in my current position since 1997 and by Dunecht Estates since 1989. I live within the community of Dunecht and have done so since 1972, attending primary and secondary schools locally and university in Aberdeen. I set out below the
benefits/my positive experiences of concentrated ownership: •Large scale land ownership allows a rural business to take advantage of economies of scale and run efficiently. An efficient business will be robust and sustainable and deliver a range of benefits both economically and socially. This is applicable to the farming, forestry and field sports parts of the
Dunecht business: oA farming business is more likely to be efficient if it is able to spread fixed costs (labour, machinery etc) over a greater acreage. This is seen with the operation of Dunecht Home Farms (DHF) a mixed arable/livestock farming business extending over 2500 acres. As an example DHF has a single combine and cuts 1000 acres of crops annually.
Smaller farms may well each carry their own combine but only cut 200 acres of crop per annum. oEconomies of scale also benefit Dunecht’s commercial forestry business. Essential parts of infrastructure eg forest roads and loading bays can serve extensive blocks or areas of woodland. If those forests were fragmented then more loading bays and roads are likely to
be required increasing the overall production cost of extracting the same volumes of timber. Also fragmented woodlands might well be subject to different management objectives/prescriptions and owners may as a result be less than willing to agree/collaborate on sharing infrastructure costs eg an area of woodland although planted as a commercial crop may see
management objectives change so that timber production becomes much less important – and thus removing any willingness to contribute to sharing of infrastructure costs. Reductions in available timber volumes will impact negatively on downstream industries eg timber processing and thus the Scotti sh economy. oGrouse moor management, deer forests and
salmon fishings also benefit from scale. For example fixed cost expenditure associated with the employment of a head ghillie on a salmon fishing beat eg wages, training etc spread over a beat with 10 pools and an average catch of 250 salmon with resulting income will be more efficient than a beat with 3 pools and an average catch of 50 salmon. The same position
stands for a grouse moor extending to 15000 acres in contrast to the situation if it was divided into 15 blocks of 1000 acres. It is important to highlight that often field sports businesses are located in fragile rural areas where economic opportunities are limited. A consequence of scale is that more efficient businesses are likely to be sustained delivering wide
benefits economically (local businesses) and socially (schools, village halls, churches etc). •Concentrated ownership facilitates the delivery of government policy (and significantly land use policy) consistently over large single areas. This could be policy in relation to farming, forestry, tourism, wildlife management etc. •Given Dunecht’s scale of ownership a resident
in-house professional team of land managers and support staff is employed. Professional staff have professional standards to maintain and continuing professional development requirements to meet with these regulated by governing bodies. The professional team should thus be aware of changes in the law, contemporary standards and government policy and
make recommendations/exercise management accordingly. Employment of such an in-house team is made possible by scale of ownership. •Concentration of land ownership allows land managers to deliver well planned integrated land management thus allowing competing objectives (eg farming, forestry and field sports) to be balanced against each other. In
situations where the ownership is split/smaller scale achieving such integration will be far more challenging and in such cases impossible as parties may simply be unable to agree. •An extensive area under single ownership/management facilitates environmental/conservation management on a scale likely to be delivered more effectively/efficiently than if the
same land was in fragmented ownership where parties may well find it difficult to agree on objectives. Examples on Dunecht Estates include 1) grouse moor management and the associated benefits that such land use management delivers for other moorland and moorland fringe species eg black game and waders 2) roe deer management and 3) red squirrel
conservation/grey squirrel control. •Scale of ownership facilitates the provision of community assets. At Dunecht the football pitch, cricket pitch, golf course, Loch of Skene (sailing), cross country course (Pony Club), Showground for the annual Echt Show and village hall are all in Estate ownership and either used by organisations free of charge or at peppercorn
rents. The Estate recognises that the continuation/provision of these assets makes the community a more desirable place to live and work thus making it easier to attract and retain employees and tenants. As such the community and the Dunecht business benefits. In addition the size of the business allows annual financial contributions to be made to village halls,
churches and community organisations. From time to time very significant financial contributions have been made to other important local fund raising initiatives eg Suttie Centre for Teaching and Learning at the University of Aberdeen. It is highly questionable whether such assets/contributions would be made available without scale ie if the landholding was
broken up into small parcels. •Also Dunecht will aim to let family houses to families and local people when possible. This has the benefit of helping to sustain school rolls, village shops and the community generally. Again if the community is vibrant then it is a better place to live for all including Estate employees and tenants. If the same landholding was
disaggregated such vibrancy could well be lost as different owners may have different plans eg some may choose to asset strip with all houses sold off and removed from the affordable rental market.
•The Dunecht Estate Policies form part of a designed landscape and despite the sale of Dunecht House and its immediate garden the lands/grounds/woodlands
and the extensive network of roads running through it continue to be well maintained by the Estate. This supports the rental and capital value of the properties remaining within the area. Additionally it provides the local communities of Dunecht and Echt and other neighbouring communities with a very significant recreational resource which is extensively used
by walkers, cyclists, runners, families etc. If not in single ownership then arguably these areas and the roads would cease to be maintained to the same standard if maintained at all. Elsewhere on Dunecht Estates we have experience of trying to get a number of third party households served by the same access road to agree to contribute to the cost of repairing
the road. Some are not interested and are happy with the road as it is, others cannot agree on the specification for the works and others do not have the funds to make any contribution. Consequently stalemate arises and nothing happens leaving the road to deteriorate further. •Scale of ownership provides a single point of contact for organisations and an ability
for agreement to be granted for all sorts of use being made of land and woodlands. Recent examples on Dunecht include hosting part of the World Orienteering Championships, the annual ‘Dunecht Dash’, an annual charity fundraising triathlon, a charity fundraising hill race, Aberdeen Hash House Harriers, an open day for local primary schools, Countryside Live,
sites for Forest Schools etc etc. •Ownership of extensive lands in contrast to fragmented ownership has the benefit of reducing scope for dispute and disagreement between neighbours (because there are fewer of them). There is potential for dispute/acrimony over boundaries, use of roads, watercourse etc.

In some parts
of Scotland
most of the
land is owned
and controlled
by a v ery
small number
of people.
Do y ou think
this
has any disad
v antages ?
This could
include disad
v antages to
the
env ironment,
the economy ,
the local
community , l
and owners or
society as a
h l
Response

See Q3

North east Scotland (Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and Moray)

a private
individual
or
business

Yes

See Q3

Yes

many estates are run at a loss and provide social & environmental benefits in excess of their own capabilities.

Argyll and Bute

a private
individual
or
business

Yes

In wild upland areas where the public are free to access & enjoy at no cost the owner maintains & manages the landscape & often such estates are run at a loss. This is in effect a service to the community & the public.

Yes

Such ownership is very often a great responsibility where the local community are heavily involved & everyone feels a sense of community pride & belonging. Such owners, & there are many more good ones than bad ones, feel it is a rare privelege to" treasure beyond measure."

Highlands

a private
individual
or
business

Yes

the housing, where possible, of retired estate/farm workers.

As in any business viable scale is important and where the primary resource is land and quality is poor in respect of soils, underlying geology, elevation, exposure and remoteness, then a greater land area is required to support business activity and necessary levels of employment. Large landholdings can also facilitate other
business by providing access to land and buildings. Examples on this estate of businesses operated by others on a leasehold business include agricultural storage, gravel extraction, an equestrian business, paintball and public allotments. We also support a community business, the Glenesk Trust, with administrative
support, free of charge, and an annual donation (10k) derived from our hydro schemes.

Yes

Declaring my interest as a resident factor, large long established estates have a close mutually supportive relationship with local communities, both business and social. This can create a community ethos which is now uncommon in modern living and is widely recognised as a positive for most of those directly involved. On
the development side, by developing its own resources into new business enterprises this estate has been able to more than double employment (approx. 90fte) in addition to releasing land for business development (20ha) and for housing (12 ha with 16ha in pipeline) and to take an overview of local development
opportunities; also to facilitate recreational public access. These benefits would have been more difficult on a piecemeal ownership basis.

East central Scotland (Fife,
Dundee, Perth and Kinross,
Angus)

a private
individual
or
business

Yes

A collaborative approach to land management at landscape scale, eg through
Fishery Boards or DMGs.

North east
Scotland
(Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshir
e and Moray)

a private
individual or
business

No

a private
individual or
business

Other (please
specify below)

This is a general
observation applicable
throughout rural
Scotland although
more particular to the
upland areas.

Does this
experience
relate to an
area of land
owned by ...

Other (please
specif y )

Do y ou
hav e any
other negat
iv e
experience
s y ou
would like
to tell us
about?

Please use the space below to describe any other negativ e experience of concentrated land ownership y ou would like to tell us about.

Did
y ou inf orm
the land
owner (or
their
representat
iv e) about
this
experience
?

Response

Open-Ended Response

Response

Comments

Where in
Scotland
does this
experienc
e relate
to?

Does this
experienc
e relate
to an
area of
land
owned
by ...

Response

Respons
e

Those who believe a landscape does not need active management.

No

Not particularly although there may be individual situations where more diversified ownership, occupation and management would be beneficial.

Are y ou
responding
as an
indiv idual
or an
organisatio
n?

If y ou are
responding
on behalf
of an
organisation
please
enter the
name of
y our
organisation
below.

Which of the
f ollowing best
describes y ou

Open-Ended
Response

Open-Ended Response

Response

OpenEnded
Response

Response

Gov ernment interv
ention is required
to reduce
concentrated land
ownership

Strongly agree

Individual

No

Strongly
disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Strongly disagree

Organisation

No

Strongly
disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Yes

Yes

The SRUC study for ScotGov (2016?) found no evidence that large scale land ownership was a

What is y our email address

Action is needed
to encourage
land owners and
communities to
work more
closely together
f or the common
good

Applecross campsite sits in a rather poor state due to difficulties securing land lease for a duration sufficient enough to merit investment. (or ROI)

I have searched for a parcel of land upon which I could live a self sufficient way, simply and with little environmental

No

I'm a visitor to the area on a regular basis but due
to condition of the campsite I spend less time in
Applecross. The root of the sites problems appear
to stem from the Applecross trust. My
observations are from a distance, however if the
relationship between local people and businesses
does not run smoothly there is an economic
impact downstream.

Highlands

Other (please
specify below)

A charity

Trying to make the Highlands into wildlife parks with the reintroduction of wolves etc

No

has been well publicised

Highlands

a private
individual or
business

Seafield and
Strathspey
Estates

Are y ou
happy f or the
Scottish Land
Commission
to publish
y our response
to these
questions?

As part of
this
research
or related
projects
we may
wish to
contact
y ou in the
f uture to
discuss
the issues
y ou hav e
raised.
Would y ou
be happy
f or us to
do this?

Response

Response

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Land manager or
other
professional
working in areas
where land
ownership is
concentrated

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Other interested
member of the
public

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Other (please
specif y )

Strongly
disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Other interested
member of the
public

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Yes

Community changed
focus to secure
agricultural land from
local farmer - despite
this being in short
supply. This land
used to build two
new houses.

Argyll and
Bute

a private
individual
or
business

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Organisation

Rural
Housing
Scotland

Representative
of an other
interested
organisation

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Yes

They were part of it
all.

Highlands

a charity

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Organisation

Applecross
Community
Company

Representative
of a community
body or land
owner

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

No

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

No

Strongly
disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Tend to agree

Tend to agree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Tend to agree

Tend to agree

Tend to agree

Individual

Other interested
member of the
public

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Resident of a
community
where land
ownership is
concentrated

Strongly
disagree

Tend to agree

Strongly disagree

Organisation

Tend to agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Other (please
specify)

Strongly
disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Tend to
disagree

Strongly agree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Private land
owner or
representative
of a private land
owner
Private land
owner or
representative
of a private land
owner

On west coast of large Argyll island worked with community to secure agreement from lander to lease empty property for renovation - we couldn't get any land. Project under development for at least a year and finance secured for the renovation of the two derelict
properties. Change of mind by the landowner at the last minute meant project did not go ahead. Much time, effort, expense and energy wasted. Too often ability of community to take action on housing and other issues down to the whim of individual landowners
where they control access to land. They decide that buildings continue to remain empty whilst people leave the area for lack of access to housing.

No

Yes

Trust

Other (please
specif y )

What is y our
name

Tend to agree

No

No

Yes

Please
indicate how
strongly y ou
agree or
disagree with
each of the
f ollowing
statements:

Scotland’s
concentrated
pattern of
land
ownership
does not
serv e the
public
interest
Strongly agree

No

No

No

Highlands

Where in
Scotland
does y our
experience relate
to?

No

The swathes of Scotland laid out to single or limited trees for profit, mainly by the Forestry Commission are a poor use of land. Reforestation using slow growing indigenous trees are needed to reclaim the land.
planting. When the land is owned by a commercial body or an overseas investor - it is impossible to negotiate more diverse land use.

Further flooding can be prevented by strategic tree

Yes

Forestry Commission
representative for our
local woodlands
talked of the need for
profit.

East central
Scotland
(Fife,
Dundee,
Perth and
Kinross,
Angus)

a private
individual
or
business

Land manager or
other
professional
working in areas
where land
ownership is
concentrated
Private land
owner or
representative
of a private land
owner

Dunecht
Estates

Yes

y f ll
i
Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Private land
owner or
representative
of a private land
owner

A tourist.

Yes

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

6799447370

171394175

2018-04-03 11:43:34

2018-04-03 12:06:47

6799209418

171394175

2018-04-03 9:02:29

2018-04-03 9:05:18

Yes

Yes

Yes

Don't know

6795190419

171394175

2018-03-31 14:03:40

2018-03-31 14:15:24

Yes

Yes

I have experienced a community buy out in my area and the management and employees are 100% subsidised by the Scottish Government. This is not sustainable and is not a good use of limited public funds. The buyout was in competition with private bidders and ultimately outbid the private buyers who would have
invested in the land and employed local people without relying on National funding.

Yes

6793781076

171394175

6791013396

171394175

2018-03-30 15:36:57

2018-03-30 15:45:00

Yes

Yes

Some large landowners are enlightened and encourage biodiversity on their landholdings, as well as getting financial returns in a variety of ways, through green tourism, ordinary tourism, or venison sales and so on.

No

2018-03-29 10:14:00

2018-03-29 10:20:40

Yes

Yes

6790164331

171394175

2018-03-28 23:09:42

2018-03-28 23:28:37

Yes

No

No benefit

No

Yes

Limiting growth of small villages by owning all ground around them . All land to build a house or start a business is owned by one person so they are able to charge excessive prices for land put out of the reach of local people , where the wages are historically lower than in south England. No more land available to build
social housing

Yes

Lack of available land for house building and business development The owners of the land are usually involved in community council or most other community organisations

Yes

6789938861

171394175

2018-03-28 21:39:48

2018-03-28 22:09:50

Yes

No

Any benefits would require so many qualifications that as a principle large scale land ownership should be avoided

No

Yes

The large scale owner becomes the planning authority as land use/ownership changes cannot happen without their permission. Often investment to increase land use/ environmental priorities cannot happen if owner unwilling

Yes

The demise of dairy farming in Nithsdale well beyond the national averages for the reduction in dairying as detailed in my response sent by e-mail on 27/03/18

Yes

7

Scale. On less productive land types comparatively large areas are needed to support employment which is necessary to maintain land in productive condition, covering a wide range of land uses including agriculture, forestry, tourism (including country sports and deer management), renewables, housing, business enterprise
and public recreation.

Yes

As a land manager I am involved in economic land use across a range of business activities. As a recreational user of land (hill walking, deer stalking, fishing, shooting) I also see the necessity of land being managed for the good of all in a sustainable way.

Highlands

a private
individual
or
business

Really all of these types of land manager.

Yes

Yes

I can provide many examples of altruistic contribution to local communities
and causes by private land managers and of the facilitation of development
(Including business and property development -0 housing) both by
themselves and by others.

East central
a private
Scotland (Fife, individual or
Dundee,
business
Perth and
Kinross,
Angus)

No

I welcome the increasing diversity of types of ownership and management. Community ownership opportunities are an important and encouraging development subject to the same viability tests as any other land based business. In general the scale of land holding reflects economic imperatives and is not in itself
disadvantageous and I am not aware of examples of ownership or scale being a constraint on development in the public interest.

No

Not had to rely on limited public funds to purchase land

West central Scotland (North
Lanarkshire, Renfrewshire and
East Renfrewshire, Glasgow,
East and West Dunbartonshire,
North Ayrshire, Inverclyde)

a
communit
y land
owner

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Tend to
disagree

Yes

No

No

Many, many disadvantages. People living and working on the land often have restrictions on what they can do due to some large landowners not being willing to sell any land at all to allow social or private housing to be built for rural workers/local residents. Some absentee landlords, whether individuals or companies, have no
interest in or wish to enable community development. If they consult with locals at all, this is often done badly. Local people end up frustrated and this often leads to population loss. The contrast with areas where there has been community buy-outs show the enormous difference it can make when community interests
/public interest are at the heart of decision-making about use of the land. Access to traditionally available facilities eg small local harbours for small-scale fishing can be withdrawn, with little access to redress for those affected, and other similar restrictions on the local economy.

Don't Know

Strongly agree

Tend to disagree

Individual

My
Private land
organisationa owner or
l interests will representative
respond
of a private land
separately.
owner

But also as a
private system
who enjoys the
benfits of
access to the
countryside

Yes

Tend to
disagree

Tend to disagree

No

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

No

Tend to
disagree

Tend to agree

Asked for a plot of land to build a house for over
Argyll and Bute
three years specifically land that was previously
earmarked for development but was told it was
not for sale no reason given other than its not for
sale gave up in the end how can do anything
against someone that owns 26,000 acres, gets one
of the biggest single farm payment country and
gets vast hydro scheme feed in tariffs

I wrote various articles in the press in 2002 and
was also interviewed on radio explaining why
the lack of investment by one organisation Buccleuch Estates - was having a negative effect
on dairy farming efficiency in Nithsdale. I had
one conversation with th
in

South west
Scotland (South
Lanarkshire, South
and East Ayrshire,
Dumfries and
Galloway)

Tend to disagree

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Individual

Private land
owner or
representative
of a private land
owner

Yes, I am
happy for you
to publish my
response in full

Yes

Strongly agree

Individual

Other interested
member of the
public

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Tend to disagree

Individual

Other (please
specify)

Resident of a
community
where land
ownership is
concentrated

a private
individual or
business

No

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

a private
individual or
business

No

Strongly agree

Tend to agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Strongly
disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Strongly
disagree

Tend to disagree

Strongly disagree

Organisation

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Tend to
disagree

Tend to agree

Tend to disagree

Individual

Tend to agree

Tend to agree

Tend to agree

Individual

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

No

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Land manager or
other
professional
working in areas
where land
ownership is
concentrated
concentrated

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Other interested
member of the
public

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Resident of a
community
where land
ownership is
concentrated
concentrated

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Private land
owner or
representative
of a private land
owner
Other interested
member of the
public

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

Yes

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full
ull

No

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

No

Yes, I am happy
for you to
publish my
response in full

No

Former tenant
farmer,then
owner occup,
now retired

Dec 2002 explaining my view.
offered
to sell me the farm of which I was tenant and
after a negotiation I bought the farm in 2003.
6788502858

171394175

2018-03-28 12:39:11

2018-03-28 12:55:15

Yes

Yes

Loads of examples

Yes

6787308005

171394175

2018-03-27 22:54:54

2018-03-27 23:09:01

Yes

Yes

The owners are largely private individuals who tend to use their own financial resources to invest in infrastructure and services on their land and in local communities

Yes

6787027833

171394175

2018-03-27 21:07:27

2018-03-27 21:18:39

Yes

No

6782501701

171394175

2018-03-26 11:01:35

2018-03-26 11:15:50

Yes

Yes

Inward investment, Economies of scale, Nature conservation at landscape scale

Yes

6779711922

171394175

2018-03-24 3:19:55

2018-03-24 3:30:14

Yes

No

6777768638

171394175

2018-03-23 11:32:33

2018-03-23 11:50:33

Yes

Yes

Creates sustainable employment that small units of land ownership would not Decisions are rightly or wrongly made much quicker

Yes

6775052019

171394175

2018-03-22 12:13:18

2018-03-22 12:16:48

Yes

Yes

The landowners who do support and local economy, although there may not be many

No

In the 1990s, ALCAN, a multi-national company, was the largest corporate landowner in Scotland. They worked with Highland Council, HIE, SNH and the local community around Kinlochleven to reorganise the economy of the village and its surrounds in anticipation of the closure of an aluminium smelter. This included a
substantial land transfer allowing the development of new housing, schools, community facilities and new business/job opportunities. Had the land around the village been owned by multiple owners, this programme would not have been possible.

Highlands

a private
individual
or
business

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

South west Scotland (South
Lanarkshire, South and East
Ayrshire, Dumfries and
Galloway)

Not applicable

No

East central Scotland (Fife,
Dundee, Perth and Kinross,
Angus)

Other
(please
specify
below)

A Trust

Yes

A larger land owner has more influence when it comes to dealing with local
Councils

East central
Other (please
Scotland (Fife, specify below)
Dundee,
Perth and
Kinross

A Trust

Yes

No

No

No

It’s a relic of a feudal system and has caused an environmental disaster with the “desertification” of the land which is barren and lacks biodiversity.

No

No

It keeps me in work

Forestry Commission

Yes

I suffer eco-depression from inability to effect meaningful positive change on the local or national environment.

Yes

Via a community “consultation” process which
only included topic the land owner pre decided. I
also wrote an earlier letter to say that it was my
strong belief that no one “owns” land.

Highlands

Other (please
specify below)

It’s called a “charitable
trust” (Applecross) but
it’s just part of the
family’s estate.

Yes

No

Yes

Land is banked and only used for development interests of that individual. Lots of derelict land not redeveloped in areas of deprivation due to land banking leading to limitations on productivity of an area resulting in wider problems for society.

Yes

Yes

Decisions made might not suit everyone

No

Yes

The majority of the community do not have a say in how the land in run Housing issues unfair landlords

No

Wemyss estate in Fife owns large swathes of river side property along the River Leven which it does not develop. These areas (Leven, Methil) have some of the worst employment, health, education, poverty and deprivation levels in Scotland.

No

Casual observation. Needs wider support.

East central
Scotland (Fife,
Dundee, Perth and
Kinross Angus)

a private
individual or
business

No

There is no availability of housing or land to buy or build upon.

Yes

Highlands

a private
individual
or
business

Dormont
Estate

Resident of a
community
where land
ownership is
concentrated
concentrated

Respondent
ID

Collector ID

Start Date

End Date

IP Address

Are you
happy to
proceed?

Response

In some parts of
Scotland most of the
land is owned and
controlled by a very
small number of
people. Do you think
this has any
benefits? This could
include benefits to
the environment, the
economy, the local
community, land
owners or society as
a whole.
Response

Please use the space below to describe any benefits you can think of.

It enables a more balanced approach to land management. In particular, it reduces the chance of every Square Foot being commercially developed. It enables land managers to develop the appropriate ground rather than their only bit of land.

6909124583

174219154

2018‐07‐02 9:03:47

2018‐07‐02 9:10:16

Yes

Yes

6908700794

174219154

2018‐06‐30 22:35:17

2018‐07‐01 22:30:43

Yes

No

6908700338

174219154

2018‐06‐30 22:33:03

2018‐06‐30 22:36:36

Yes

Open-Ended Response

Do you
have personal
experience of
any of
the benefits you
have described?

Please use the space below to describe your positive experience of concentrated land ownership.

Where in Scotland does this
experience relate to?

Does this experience
relate to an area of
land owned by...

Response

Open-Ended Response

Response

Response

Other (please specify)

Do you have any other positive
experiences you would like to tell
us about?

Please use the space below to describe any other positive experience of concentrated land ownership you would like
to tell us about.

Where in Scotland
does this experience
relate to?

Does this
experience relate
to an area of
land owned by...

Response

Open-Ended Response

Response

Response

In some parts of Scotland most of the land is owned and
controlled by a very small number of people. Do you think
this has any disadvantages ? This could
include disadvantages to the environment, the economy,
the local community, land owners or society as a whole.

Other (please specify)

Response

Please use the space below to describe any disadvantages you can think of.

Open-Ended Response

Response

No

No

No

No

Yes

[1] Large rural estates are de facto an additional layer of government on many rural communities. They dictate land use and economic opportunities within their area. Their decisions have a critical
Yes
impact on private enterprise, local development, rural demographics, services and the social welfare of vast areas in rural Scotland. However, this layer of government is unelected and unaccountable.
Whilst every four years we are able to vote on who do we want to lead our Community Councils, Councils, and Scottish Government, rural communities do not have the power to vote in/out those
large landowners who have so much power over the lives of so many people across vast areas or rural Scotland. [2] Landowner absenteeism is a grave issue in many large rural estates. Land is a vital
national resource. However, a very substantial part of rural Scotland is owned by passive absentee landowners who for a number of reasons do not have an interest in local development. Absentee
landowners are generally not directly involved in the on‐site management of the land and are not aware of the needs or aspirations of the residents and communities who happen to live within the area
Absentee landowners have the power to ignore or frustrate potential enterprises which would create economic activity and benefit the community, as some of those potential local business would not
fit with the landowner's own idea of his/her idyllic rural retreat.
[3] Owning and managing rural land is an expensive business. However, not every large landowner in rural Scotland has the means to
financially sustain the land they own. As a consequence, vast areas of rural Scotland under private ownership suffer from chronic underinvestment ‐to the detriment of local communities and
ultimately the public purse. In an exercise of economic inefficiency, this is regularly addressed by funnelling colossal amounts of public money, rural subsidies and grants to the very same private and
often absentee landowners which passively mismanage such vast areas of rural Scotland.

Yes

Proper, effective land management of vast areas of jolly, mountainous land that requires management and cannot be left to grow wild.

6908663894

174219154

2018‐06‐30 20:00:43

2018‐06‐30 20:20:56

Yes

Yes

Control of sufficient scale to make good ecological decisions and to have a corresponding responsibility to make good decisions for wider benefit. Smaller sized holdings often produce more self centric decisions.

6908648293

174219154

2018‐06‐30 18:59:13

2018‐06‐30 19:26:52

Yes

No

Yes

Effective management of wildlife and flora/fauna.

Yes

Argyll and Bute
One 'estate' has been able to create a coherent woodland plan for future generations . Scale can make economic decisions more
viable. I live in agricultural Fife where in 1995 100 acre farms became unviable, in 2005 same applied to 250 acre farms and now there
are very few left at less than 500 acres and usually contract farming additional acres. 500 acres of Fife could be of equal value to over
20, 000 acres of Argyll and many more times than 40 more profitable. 500 acre blocks of mountainside might be more equitable but
unlikely to produce the bio‐diversity benefits sought by the wider population.

Highlands

6908644239

174219154

2018‐06‐30 18:47:26

2018‐06‐30 20:29:11

Yes

Yes

1)Most of Scotland in the highlands is heather in order to get a return that provides sustainable revenue you need sizeable portions of land, this in turn provides jobs and tax to the Scottish government

Yes

I have seen many people benefit from the jobs that are created by country estates. Stronger communities
in the land

6908518969

174219154

2018‐06‐30 10:40:38

2018‐06‐30 11:01:41

Yes

Yes

Efficiency; development and spread of knowledge; infrastructure; human resources; spread of risk, allowing enterprise; long term perspective; sufficient capital; diversification

Yes

We have two farms which neighbour the same large landowner. The benefits of scale are apparent, whether in being able to meet an South east Scotland (Edinburgh,
experienced person at short notice to their voluntary contribution to a vibrant agriculture sector; to amenity based on longevity; to East and Mid‐Lothian, Scottish
Borders)
machinery resource available for contracting. Above all, a consistent approach and generosity.

6908365733

174219154

2018‐06‐29 22:25:47

2018‐06‐29 23:01:05

Yes

No

Economy of scale. Local employment.

No

6908345331

174219154

2018‐06‐29 21:36:43

2018‐06‐29 21:52:38

Yes

No

Yes

6908307725

174219154

2018‐06‐29 20:18:43

2018‐06‐29 21:12:07

Yes

No

No

a private individual or
business
a private individual or
business

No

No

No

No

Land owners reinvestingHighlands

a private individual or
business

Yes

1People who are provided jobs by the land 2Communities brought together 3 Capital earned elsewhere invested in the land
providing more jobs

a private individual or
business

Yes

The largest land holdings operate like business enterprises. They are usually properly capitalised allowing proper decisions even when South east Scotland
(Edinburgh, East and
the return is long term. They have unitary management avoiding a rush to the bottom which is often the result of consensus
management. They can afford to share accumulated knowledge with all the organisations seeking to promote a vibrant rural sector in Mid‐Lothian, Scottish
Scotland; whether through briefings, committees, organisation memebership, secondment. The perspective is invariably long‐term Borders)
and with cross subsidy eg preservation of vernacular architecture. They can preserve landscape at the cost of maximum return such
as windfarms. They can afford enterprise and new development eg innovative renewable energy eg types of hydro.

Highlands

Restricting small enterprises.

No

No chances for smaller businesses to get a start or to expand to a level that allows them to be efficient.

Yes

No

No

Other (please specify)

Open-Ended Response

Where in Scotland does your
experience relate to?

Did you inform the land
owner (or their
representative) about this
experience?

Response

Comments

Yes

Response

Response

South west Scotland (South
Lanarkshire, South and East
Ayrshire, Dumfries and Galloway)

a private individual or
business

1991 Act tenants on estates not given the chance to offer for neighbouring land when it becomes vacant. Land is either taken back by estate or contract farmed by others from outwith the local area.

Yes

Not listened to.

North east Scotland (Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and Moray)

Yes

I think the fabric of local communities suffer. Young people have little chance of procuring land and most people are denied a chance of having a farm of their own.

Yes

Land ownership may not be the whole trouble but in my view there is no legislation to limit what any one person can owner occupy. The return on owner occupied land is very low so we therefore require a tenanted system. The experience that occurs localy is that contract Not applicable
farming means that agricultural activity is concentrated into large farms and offered to farmers who already farm large areas. This is encouraged by a subsidy system that rewards large scale units.These large units are mostly well run and efficient but give no thought
whatsoever to aspiring new entrants. Greed is the order of the day. I would further say that the modern trend of large arable farms is not sustainable in the long term given that they are not geared to livestock production and consequently do not look after the soil in the long
term. I see evidence of this quite a lot. To conclude, in my opinion it is legislation that needs to be changed to free up land to give the next generation opportunity and not land owership as such although I would also say that I would prefer to see land owned by trusts or
something similar to the Crown Estates where they need an investment and also tenants.

Yes

Too much power over individual tennants

Yes

Using rights of a fuedal superior to try and charge a large amount of money to agree to change of use of a private property for sale on the estate. When a reduced amount was agreed there was a gagging clause in it.

Yes

Yes
Massive lack of housing available in rural communities. One person has power over large areas and huge influence over peoples lives. Large areas are run for the benefit of a single species to the
detriment of most other wildlife. Shooting estates restrict/Discourage people walking and cycling when as a nation we need to increase our activity levels. Green energy initiatives are for the benefit of
one person/company not the local community.

Yes
I live on a pheasant shooting estate run solely for the benefit of an absentee landowner. Shoots take place right beside my property, with shot and dead/dying birds landing on the property, vehicles and passing persons including my children. Impossible to avoid if I'm
leaving for a nursery/school pick up. The estate then expect access to pick up the birds, with their dogs and guns, any complaint or attempt to stop this is met with aggression. Two of the regular shoots take place over roads locals travel on, meaning on my route home,
with children, I drive on a road with several people aiming rifles in our direction. I've had to emergency stop to avoid a dead bird landing on the car. The estate is well known for wildlife persecution, including raptor poisoning. Pheasant and partridges are fed while other
carnivores (stoats, foxes etc) are trapped or shot. A neighbouring estate keeps wild buffalo in a huge fenced area, also for an absentee landlord so no access is allowed without phoning the estate first and going in by vehicle, restricting local village access for walking or
other leisure pursuits. Many estate residents are tenants so scared of complaining as they risk their tenancies being terminated. A lot of the houses are surrounded by conifer plantations for the landlords benefit restricting light. We have a massive line of conifers
blocking our light and view, the landlord said we could pay to remove the worst of the line when approached, not something we can afford. In the past we've been surrounded by pheasant pens, now are neighbours are surrounded by pheasant crop cover fields resulting in
enormous numbers of birds in the garden. Like having a very large number of hens and the resulting excrement, all over the ground and children's play areas and awful damage to plants and grassed areas. Huge tracks bulldozed across hillsides and burns. Gates padlocked
and barb wired while these tracks 'settle'. Hillsides bare of trees or any vegetation except heather due to deer and sheep grazing massive areas and all possible predators being decimated.

Yes

lack of investment from the landowner. In Braemar over a long period of time buildings were left to deteriorate, with a listed building amongst them left derelict in a prime position within the village Yes
derelect for a decade or more. People that live in the area are loath to criticise the estates as many work for them. The estates pollute the air with their burning of the hills to "manage" the heather for
their grouse shotting etc. There are vast tree plantations that lack diversity. The money from exploitation of the surroundings does not trickle down but rather goes into offshore trusts.

Breamar, until very recently being left to crumble by lack of investment by the estates that own many of the buildings. The hotels in the village were a disgrace, now being refurbished under new owners, although on 100 year lease before going back to the estates. This wouldNo
have had an impact on tourism and the local economy. Buildings left derelict for years when there is a shortage of housing in Braemar. Pollution from the burning of the hills for game keeping. A volunteer comminity group, Breamar Community Ltd, created and run a hydro
scheme but a percentage of the profits go to the estate who contributed nothing, also on a lease. Braemar castle, run by volunteers, on a refurbishment lease of 50 years before going back to estate ownership meaning that vast amounts of public money is spent on restoring
a private castle. Vast mono‐colour tree plantations, void of much bio diversity, blight the landscape of the national park yet the estate has recently decided not to continue to sell firewood to the local community, many of whome rely on wood burners for heating. People
unwilling to critisise the estate when they fail to follow planning rules on listed buildings since their family work for them. the list goes on.

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

2018‐06‐28 10:52:06

Yes

Yes

6907387967

174219154

2018‐06‐28 8:38:18

2018‐06‐28 8:53:19

Yes

No

No

Yes

Where there is one huge estate (like the huge one that surrounds my home and community) there is an unwillingness to make land available for sale for housing. There is also a desire to retain the
estate intact. It is also very difficult to negotiate as an individual (or small organisation) with such a large powerful estate. Legal costs are very high, these are wealthy businesses with a range of expert
legal advice on tap, that most individuals and communities do not have access to. I also believe it limits the diversity of local businesses in rural Scotland. In my community the land (thousands of
hectares) surrounding us is controlled by one individual. This landowner will have their own fixed views about what should happen economically to their land. With smaller land holdings there would
be a greater diversity of ideas/views/plans/businesses in our local community.

Yes

We were unable to purchase land from the local estate. They retained land and only offered rental, with conditions.

6907384754

174219154

2018‐06‐28 8:25:56

2018‐06‐28 9:19:12

Yes

Yes

Relatively large estate ownership can occasionally be appropriate to achieve environmental goals whether by the state or a single NGO. Such ownership might not necessarily equate with low employment for instance and might be part of restoring land to health for eventual return to communit No
use. Such large scale single ownership however would only be appropriate within a wider context of smaller multiple and community ownership and within a coherent land use strategy aimed at balancing commercial (extractive) and environmental (restorative) enterprises.

Yes

The effects of concentrated land ownership reach deeply into all aspects of the Highland society in which I live with negative outcomes in the environment, the economy, and in the social aspects of
empowerment, equity and the subtle suppression of hope and possibility. There is the very real fact that decisions regarding land use made by a single individual impact thousands of hectares of land
and thereby affect the quality of life of local inhabitants on a daily basis as well as visitors and wider society. Obvious and specific examples include management of huge areas for deer stalking and
grouse shooting which hold land in a damaged environmental state offering little local employment and no long term hope for re‐possession and re‐inhabitation. The opportunity cost to local
communities and wider society is inestimable. Long term alienation of people from their local landscape has lead to loss of understanding of land processes and use, in other words a profound dis‐
empowerment which serves to reinforce existing patterns and single use practices.

Yes

Over a period of 35 years I have simply observed dozens of individuals and families who wanted to live on, own and manage a small unit of land in a sustainable (crofting type) manner but have been unable to even rent, let alone buy such a thing. Some of these folk are within Not applicable
the community and some outwith. The effect is much the same in terms of the lack of diversity in land use and rural economy. Specifically, this has lead to a dearth of locally grown food in small horticultural or agricultural enterprises ‐ damaging the local economy and health
and suppressing employment. The knock‐on effects of this manifest in wider society in terms of supermarket, agro‐chemical control and environmentally in terms of carbon dioxide emissions.

So many local people live in houses or use land rented Highlands
from estates that they feel unable to engage in any
dialogue with land owners for fear of negative
consequences. The power of local estates over local
communities is immense and operates both subtly and
obviously.

6907186962

174219154

2018‐06‐27 22:17:40

2018‐06‐28 20:29:17

Yes

Yes

Employment, land management, full time career, boost to local economy , boost to small local businesses

6906781546

174219154

2018‐06‐27 8:54:09

2018‐06‐27 9:32:08

Yes

No

Yes

Questionable charitable status. Lack of accountability where populations are low. Communities feeling obliged to landowners. Often divisions in the community can be created by landowner policy. Landowners directing newcomers looking for opportunity towards crofters
instead of offering it themselves. This area has a history of the estate offering favourite status to those who support them, including social power to push out those who do not.

6906399795

174219154

2018‐06‐26 17:00:28

2018‐06‐26 17:22:13

Yes

Yes

Traditional estates tend to provide cheaper rented accommodation in this area, which is at a premium

Yes

6906265761

174219154

2018‐06‐26 13:35:15

2018‐06‐26 13:42:14

Yes

Yes

Economies of scale, integrated approaches to sustainability, development etc.

Yes

6906227305

174219154

2018‐06‐26 12:10:34

2018‐06‐26 12:22:53

Yes

No

No

6906185801

174219154

2018‐06‐26 10:19:02

2018‐06‐26 10:53:42

Yes

Yes

Better stewardship is given to land if it belongs to a concerned small ownership. They generally have the money and where with all to ensure that the environmental balance is maintained. Smaller plethora of owners will be more costly and harder to control when it comes to the environment. Yes
Large landowners provide employment for the rural community which would not be available if they did not exist. They also bring in contracts to the local community which will not happen if they disappear. Large landowners who are connected to our society are more likely to care and behave
as well as contribute to our societal needs. Small landowners will need to make money of a less diversified holding and will therefore be less inclined to behave and care for our land. Access is key and we have that. Ownership is not a burden we should submit to. Let the wealthier few own the
land and carry the financial burden but allow the people access to the land as we have now.

6906147311

174219154

2018‐06‐26 8:30:47

2018‐06‐26 8:52:59

Yes

No

6906147119

174219154

2018‐06‐26 8:30:12

2018‐06‐26 8:34:22

Yes

Yes

6906142780

174219154

2018‐06‐26 8:14:49

2018‐06‐26 8:33:06

Yes

Yes

Yes

Other (please
specify below)

It is very difficult to complete this survey because it may well be based on a false premise. Concentrated land ownership usually just
means the number of acres of hectares owned or used by a particular person or organisation. The starting point for viable land
ownership is the economic potential of the land. In Scotland, the great majority of land has naturally very poor potential. The
difference in output between the poorest and the best land in Scotland is huge – on a scale from 1 to 100, a hectare of mountain top
will produce only about 1% of a hectare of best quality arable land. Consequently, comparing hectares in mountainous regions with
other hectares in good farming terrain is meaningless. A viable agricultural, for instance, of good quality land is often in the regions
of 400 hectares. A viable unit of the poorest, mountain land in the north of Scotland could well be 40,000 hectares. Consequently,
if there is an issue about concentration of land ownership in Scotland, the first thing to do would be to assess the economic
potential. Such an assessment may well show that, overall, Scotland does not have an unusually concentrated pattern of land
ownership. What it does have is unusually poor and unproductive land. So, the “introductory statement” is wrong and misleading,
which means the whole surbey is somewhat meaningless until such time as the true facts are known. However, in an endeavour to
assist the survey, and on the basis that a large, or single ownership unit is one, which employs a least three labour units, or perhaps
made up of at least three individual farms, here are some of the examples of the benefits of economy of scale: 1. The ability to
employ people ( as opposed to a single, self‐employed person). 2. The ability to make land/farms/businesses available to others, for
let. In other words, capital provider. 3. The ability to plan the countryside on a sufficiently large scale to be meaningful (wood, trees,
hedges, field sizes etc. There are much admired examples of this all over Scotland. 4. The ability to invest. The ability to raise capital
and to borrow. 5. The ability of other parties, public utilities etc. to deal more easily with a single owner. In relation to the current
size, and number of ownerships in Scotland over the past 100 years, the number of owners has increased dramatically mainly as a
result of the breakup of very large estates and the purchase of individual farms by their tenants. Whilst this process will continue in
some areas, the removal or diminution of State/EEC subsidies is likely to see the average unit size increase again. Community
ownership is an interesting concept, applied in practice in a number of parts particularly in the west of Scotland. However, without
continued State support, it seems unlikely they will be a great expansion of this type of ownership.

Threw private land ownership there is loads of small businesses and local work that can be filled by a small community that may
struggle

Highlands

ALL OF THE ABOVE, ALL OVER SCOTLAND

Land is properly managed and maintained to it's highest possible standard

Highlands

a private individual or
business

Yes

Yes

Lack of opportunity for younger people to set up in rural areas. Lack of understanding of native culture. Continued propagation of a quasi‐feudal culture. Lack of consensus in environmental policies.

Friends in cheaper rented accommodation (though typically lower quality housing)

East central Scotland (Fife, Dundee, a private individual or
Perth and Kinross, Angus)
business

No

a private individual
or business

Yes

Single owners of large areas of land place an ineviatable constraint in capacity to carry out proper management compared with more a more dispersed pattern of ownership Incoming owners
Yes
sometimes lack understanding of land management, leading to frustration on the part of others affected A single owner of a large estate carries with it the risk of widespread under investment There is
greater insecurity on the part of tenant owners on large estates In general there is less investment in housing on large estates; and incoming investment is typically focussed on renovating the big
house and providing the gamekeepers with better vehicles and equipment and is of limited benefit to the wider community Traditional estates, especailly absentee‐owned ones, are typically managed
for shooting and public beneits such as conservation and access are continually frustrated Micro‐businesses located in estate houses seem rare than elsewhere

No

No

ownership is irrelevant, it is how land is managed that is important

Yes

Yes

Landowners can set extortionate charges for grass lets / farm rentals ‐ and still claim any subsidies while they sit back and do absolutely nothing to benefit the environment or the local community

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

A diversified landscape which remains completely wild and allows access to all the wonders it holds without any of the costs placed Highlands
on the tax payer. Perthshire is my roaming ground and it has many land owners of huge wealth. they have brought stability, jobs and
maintain a wonderful landscape free for the everyday man and woman to enjoy. The countryside is clean, safe and remains totally
beautiful. This is down to the big estates such as Drummond or Athol. We would be nothing without them. Foreign investment has
been important. Roads are maintained. Castles invested in. Communities provided with jobs. All this would be destroyed without that
serious investment and that can only happen over large areas of Scotland due to the poor quality of hill land. None of these owners
are making money. It is their passion and we get to enjoy the fruits of their labour.

a private individual or
business

Yes

Able to walk through farmland safely

North east Scotland (Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and Moray)

a private individual or
business

No

I have experienced well organised large estates who really care about the land and the right to roam. Of course they face challenges Highlands
but they are willing to face them and their work goes largely un‐noticed by the masses who do not get out into the hills and see the
wildlife and communities at work. These people know every corner and every activity whether that be legal or illegal. They are the
money, the policeman and the conscious for us who live in the town but seek liberation.

a private individual
or business

No

Employment and providing an environment for people to enjoy the outdoors

Yes

Some housing schemes increase the number of children in rural areas. Thus maintaining school numbers.

No

6905913912

174219154

2018‐06‐25 20:47:10

2018‐06‐25 20:55:08

Yes

Yes

The ability to deliver environmental and ecological management at the highest levels using their own funds.

Yes

I am factor of a relatively large estate and the owners have supported, from their own funds, every initiative prescribed by SNH and
others to improve the environmental and ecological management of the estate.

Highlands

a private individual or
business

6905901304

174219154

2018‐06‐25 20:24:09

2018‐06‐30 18:33:40

Yes

Yes

In some parts of Scotland the land is relatively unproductive and is better suited to less intensive land uses, lower economic rents and therefore is better served by larger land holdings in the same way a market garden with plants grown intensively is suited to a smaller land holding. In the run Yes
up to the Land Reform Act one of the papers referred to the clear accountability that could potentially given by government management. Compared to private ownership government management is generally akin to a 'black box' system where personnel, and often policies, change regularly and
decisions shifted‐up hierarchies away from the localities that are affected. The very concept of ownership means an ongoing accountability and management plan. I suggest it is very unlikely that people continue to hold land without a plan and interest.

Delivery of residential accommodation and other large scale integrated development plans from hydro schemes to leisure activities
e.g. mountain biking. Forestry Deer Management Peatland management Extensive grazing of cattle and sheep Game shooting
Fishery Management From a practical perspective boundaries in uplands tend to work with rivers, lochs and mountain top ridges
and given the scale coupled with the productivity challenges large landholdings are simply more practical in uplan areas.

Highlands

a private individual or
business

East central Scotland (Fife, Dundee, a private individual or
We have supported a tenant farmer with loan to carry out an aecs scheme of hedge planting over 3.5km which has enhanced the
business
biosecurity on his hill farm as we recognised the longer term benefit for both parties. Having taken over two tenanted farms we have Perth and Kinross, Angus)
replaced 2 farmers (both in their 70s) & 2 workers (both in their 60s) with a farm manager in his 50s and 3 workers all in their 30s.
We have also offered harvest work to a student. We use local builders and slaters and employ a plumber and joiner to maintain
residential let properties which are managed through an inhand team of 3 office staff.

6905888732

174219154

2018‐06‐25 20:03:19

2018‐06‐25 20:25:02

Yes

Yes

A concentration of ownership that enables a rural business to be self‐sustainable with scale enables investment in the rural business creating local employment (with increased potential for opportunities for the young and apprenticeships). Scale also permits environmental measures to be
taken at a level which has a lasting impact. Efficiency derived from economies of scale reduces the requirement for public funding to support a rural business and its dependent community.

Yes

6905866078

174219154

2018‐06‐25 19:09:55

2018‐06‐25 19:38:21

Yes

No

Possibly nature preservation, but there is no reason why this couldn't be done by any body or group of people rather than landowners

No

6905836382

174219154

2018‐06‐25 18:36:30

2018‐06‐25 19:09:01

Yes

Yes

Yes
In the majority of instances where large extents of land are owned by a few people, this land is of poor quality, seldom fit for mainstream agriculture. This type of land is more often used for wildlife or environmental purposes, including the practice of field sports. The benefits here are: (i)
employment (on land where traditional farming is not possible), (ii) active management of the environment of these extensive lands, (iii) management at landscape scale (as opposed to individual farm scale), (iv) socio‐economic (giving life to often remote communities), (v) maintaining precious
land management skills (dyking, drainage, muirburn, etc.)

As an angler, hill‐walker, naturalist and landowner I have been aware of concentrated land ownership for a long time. There is no logicHighlands
in the argument that fragmented (or de‐concentrated) ownership provides any better environmental or landscape management. The
areas of land where land ownership is deemed to exist are poor and would be unsustainable were they to become fragmented. There
needs to be economy of scale on these poorer outbye lands. Landowners all (whether large or small) have responsibilities to
maintain their land and to contribute towards Scotland's better environment and sustainable growth. Where large landholdings exist
in remoter areas with poor or thin upland soils these deliver strong environmental and socio‐economic benefits in my experience.

6905823581

174219154

2018‐06‐25 18:15:58

2018‐06‐25 18:29:23

Yes

Yes

Landscape scale environmental management; wider areas of predator control to benefit local wildlife; holistic land management approach; ability to deliver solutions to local communities by dealing with one party/family; considerable local employment (as smaller units would not have
economies of scale to justify perhaps a full time employee); thus leading to a sustainable local community who live and spend locally benefiting the local economy.

An example is a large sporting estate. It has over ten full time employees based locally, justified by the significant area the estate cove
to deliver land management objectives. If this estate was fragmented, there could be any amount of much smaller holdings, which
could not justify these employees individually. Collaborative working very rarely has a long term outcome due to varying personalities
and objectives involved. The objective

Yes

No

Other (please specify
below)

I have positive experience from all of the
category options given

Yes

The Owners have developed the Estate spending material sums of money in the local area on repairs, maintenance and services. A
community could not afford to do what we have done

Yes

Highlands
These experiences are widespread and are enjoyed by visitors from across the UK and beyond who visit Scotland to enjoy the
landscape that has been created very much as a result of the differing quality and productivity of the ground. I'd suggest if a study
reviewed the productivity per holding then the disparities the introduction to this survey endeavours to highlight would be explained
far better than measurements of acres/hectares etc.

Yes

We recognise the position of the business in the local community and provide, at no cost, a village hall, bowling green, community
woodland and have supported local scouts groups, school parties and community groups to access woodlands all in support of the
local community. We have also facilitated community events

Yes

Highlands

Response

Response

Please indicate
how strongly you
agree or disagree
with each of the
following
statements:

Other (please specify)

A trust

Yes

No

A trust

Did not want to give them the North east
Scotland
satisfaction that they were
making things difficult for us. (Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire
and Moray)

a charity

Highlands

Not applicable

Yes

a private individual or
business

Not applicable
My main negative experience is the
control and influence one person has
over our whole, very positive generally,
community and landscape. We have a
very supportive local community but
are restricted by the dominance of one
type of activity for the benefit of a
small number of non local residents.
As the landowner also owns the
majority of the properties, it is hard to
form any sort of opposition to the
negative practices we all experience.

East central
Scotland (Fife,
Dundee, Perth
and Kinross,
Angus)

a private
individual or
business

No

East central Scotland (Fife, Dundee, a private individual or
Perth and Kinross, Angus)
business

No

a private individual or
business

Not applicable

Yes

Highlands
So many people inhabit
houses and use land rented
from private estates that they
are unable to enter dialogue
with owners for fear of
negative impacts of a serious
nature. Many folk keep their
heads down in order to
survive. Feudalism is alive and
well in the Highlands in all but
name.

a private
individual or
business

*charitable status is questionable.

Tend to disagree

Strongly disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Individual

Strongly disagree

Tend to disagree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Strongly disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Tend to agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Yes

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated

Strongly agree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Other (please specify)

50 years experience of
land ownership and
managment of all types
land and property
throughout Scotland

Strongly agree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Strongly agree

Individual

Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

Individual

Yes

Tend to disagree

Tend to disagree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Other interested member of
the public
Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name
I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

No

Strongly agree

Strongly disagree

Tend to agree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Other interested member of
the public

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

No

Tend to disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Tend to disagree

Individual

Other interested member of
the public

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated
Private land owner or
representative of a private
land owner
Private land owner or
representative of a private
land owner

No

A total lack of direction, finance and
desire to the right thing by
communities is completely lacking

Yes

Highlands

a community
land owner

Tend to agree

Tend to agree

Tend to agree

Individual

No

Strongly disagree

Tend to agree

Strongly disagree

Individual

No

In the interim if bad land management are being by a big land holder it will possibly effect more acres than if in more than one holding however managing the issues with one land owner may be more No
easily resolved than with many.

Strongly disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly disagree

Individual

No

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated
Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated

Strongly disagree

No

It can on occasion lead to unfortunate misunderstandings and ‐ more often ‐ there is not always very good communication or engagement between the owner and the immediate community. More
can be done on this.

Yes

No

No

Yes

I am a tenant farmer and I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name
work to another farmer
and keep stock. I have two
sons and a daughter. My
eldest son has
established a flock of
ewes on grass lets but
cannot get a farm of his
own due to lack of
availability. My younger
son is also keen to farm
but managed to put
himself through
veterinary and has a good
job. My daughter is a
nurse.

Strongly agree

a private individual and others
or business

a private individual
or business

Yes

No

a private individual or
business

A trust

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

No

Impossible to contact them when they do not even live South west Scotland (South
in the country. When they pay management holdings to Lanarkshire, South and East
Ayrshire, Dumfries and Galloway)
oversee their developments and when they aren’t
interested in even visiting their land, never mind the
impact upon locals.

a charity

Yes

Farmer and supporter of
vibrant rural economy

Yes

No

Highlands

Live in Edinburgh studied I am happy for you to publish my
agriculture
response without my name

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Large scale, environmentally monotonous developments, like forestry and windfarms, limit the ecology of an area. With numerous landowners you would have different uses and therefore different impacts. Negating some of the desert like qualities of monotonous
continuous developments. Large scale landowners are all for maximum return for the land at the expense of historical and ecological interests. The lack of consultation with those nearby angers local communities, who actually have to put up with the current whims and
financial desires of landowners who can afford to bulldoze local communities, due to their lack of personal involvement. Things that wouldn’t gain approval on a small landowners scale are being approved for big landowners at local and at national levels.

Not much of a response.

Other interested member of
the public
Other (please specify)

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

No

Yes

Yes

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Large landowners mange land they don’t live on in a different way to how smaller landowners that live on their property would do. Like erecting large turbines that they don’t have to live next to and
hear or see. Or planting monotonous plantations with no wildlife concern.

All members of local estate don't live in the area therefore have no idea how the local community lives and what their needs are. They 'cherry pick' people the provide favours for such as housing or business opportunities. There is no fairness in their procedures. They are
neither very opened to new ideas such as renewable energy and its potential use.

Yes
Yes

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Land manager or other
professional working in areas
where land ownership is
concentrated

Yes

No

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name
I am happy for you to publish my
Small holding farmer in
Fife with involvement in a response without my name
hill farm in Argyll, where
concentrated ownership
prevails.

Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated

Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated
Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated

a community land owner

Yes

Other interested member of
the public

Yes

Individual

Western Isles

Lack of understanding between the landowners with regards to community needs, e.g. land use for housing, drifting, employment

No

Individual

yes and it was not well received. I will not return to
these lands any more.

Ownership does not preclude others from using or deriving a living from the land.

Response

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name
I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Strongly agree

Yes

No

Other (please specify)

Tend to agree

The west coast of Scotland has been totally destroyed by crofting and now there are no jobs and everyone is keen to move to the mainland to find work.

Yes

Response

Strongly disagree

A lack of money to maintain the infrastructure and care for the environment. This translates into taxes for us who seek to roam and enjoy nature but in a clean and safe environment. They need to makeYes
money to survive and therefore will do that which makes a profit. This will destroy our beautiful heritage.

North east Scotland (Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and Moray)

Strongly disagree
Tend to disagree

Response

Other interested member of
the public
Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated

Tend to agree

a private individual or
business

No

Individual

Neither agree nor
disagree

North east Scotland (Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and Moray)

are only interested in themselves , once over the community could call on their support now it is hard to get anything from them.

Individual

Strongly agree

Neither agree nor
disagree

We rent land and our lease would be terminated
immediately if we raised a fuss. This has happened to
us before and we cannot risk our livelihoods.

) but others like

Government interven
tion is required to
reduce
concentrated land
ownership
Strongly disagree

As part of this research or related
projects we may wish to contact
you in the future to discuss the
issues you have raised. Would you
be happy for us to do this?

Tend to agree

No

Some lairds are very good at supporting their community, (

Open-Ended Response

Action is needed to
encourage land
owners and
communities to work
more closely
together for the
Neither agree nor
disagree
Tend to disagree

Are you happy for the Scottish
Land Commission to publish your
response to these questions?

Strongly agree

I have watched our local estate slide further into disrepair as the landowner refuses to either invest in improvements or even to sell off comparatively small amounts of land to those who would actually improve fences, buildings and access. The landowner can effectively
receive money in the form of subsidies while tenants do all the work and receive nothing. Larger local farmers can afford to pay the grass let prices set by the landowner, smallert crofters and farmers cannot. Locally, we now have virtually no small farmers, it's all big
landowners who plonk their livestock in the fields for 6 months of the year, investing nothing and improving nothing. The smaller tenant farmers are squeezed out and the empty houses rented out to the highest bidder. We also have a 'sporting' estate which regularly flouts
hunting and shooting laws with impunity, appalling many of us in the local community. Additionally, the local landowner has one windfarm with another n the pipeline. The windfarm contributes around £25k per annum to the local community, but I believe the landowner
receives something in the region of £180k per annum ‐ again for doing absolutely nothing other than having been born into a wealthy family.

Yes

Response

Scotland’s
concentrated
pattern of land
ownership does
not serve the
public interest.

Which of the following
best describes you

Neither agree nor
disagree

Complaining to estate owners about their activities is
widely known to be a waste of time; they rarely take
local interests seriously.

When local people apply for a planning development sometimes the lairds club together to object and try to have it refused. Generally so it does not clash with their ideas.

Open-Ended Response

If you are responding on behalf of
an organisation please enter the
name of your organisation below.

No

Highlands

East central Scotland (Fife, Dundee, a private individual or
Perth and Kinross, Angus)
business

Yes

a charity

Open-Ended Response

Are you responding
as an individual or an
organisation?

No

Negative criticism of land owners practice does not
typically confer personal benefit or ease of living upon
rural inhabitants. Generally speaking the situation is
not as bad as it once was thanks to increased pressure
on accountability from government.

Direct personal experience relates to the way that several large estate tried to frustrate the establishment of local path network, which I was active in promoting. I have met one farmer who lost his tenancy because the estate decided to take the land in hand for game crops, No
when the priority changed from farming to pheasant shooting Other aspects I know about by virtue of talking to neighbouring farmers and residents.

Yes

What is your email address

Tend to disagree
Strongly agree

Large landowners have total control
over who can live and work in an area
and they can make life a misery for
those who do not fit in with the
landowners views.

What is your name

a private individual
or business

a private individual
East central Scotland
(Fife, Dundee, Perth and or business
Kinross, Angus)

As a landowner of a large area of land in the Highland Region I worked alongside the principal agencies (SNH, Highland Council, SEPA Highlands
and others) to maximise the socio‐economic and environmental aspects of the district. All agencies of government with whom I
worked over 30 years recognised and articulated their understanding that large areas of land which are under one ownership provide
better and more sustainable results.

Comments

Does this
experience
relate to an
area of land
owned by...

No

No

Yes

and others

Response

No

2018‐06‐29 18:10:15

Yes

Open-Ended Response

Highlands

2018‐06‐28 10:15:55

ALL OF THE ABOVE, ALL OVER SCOTLAND

Response

Where in
Scotland
does this
experience
relate to?

No

On two occasions with the landlord directly regarding East central Scotland (Fife, Dundee, a private individual or
business
the shooting beside the house. On a third with his head Perth and Kinross, Angus)
gamekeeper. Apparently the shoot is a 'main' shoot
and can't be changed.

2018‐06‐29 17:37:31

Other (please specify
below)

Did you inform the land
owner (or their
representative) about
this experience?

No

174219154

Concentrated land ownership averaged across the whole of Scotland is an incorrect statement.

Please use the space below to
describe any other negative
experience of concentrated land
ownership you would like to tell us
about.

East central Scotland (Fife, Dundee, a private individual or
Perth and Kinross, Angus)
business

174219154

Yes

Do you have any
other negative
experiences you would
like to tell us about?

No

No

6908218122

No

Other (please specify)

Yes

This is a leading question. There are no disadvantages directly relating to concentration of ownership.

6907421726

SEE LATER

Does this experience
relate to an area of land
owned by...

No

Yes

Yes

these benefits have been demonstrated by No
a variety of private ownership strucutures

Please use the space below to describe your negative experience of concentrated land ownership.

Do you have personal
experience of any of
the disadvantages you
have described?

No

Lowlander farmer and
tourism business
operator

No

No

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

No

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

Strongly disagree

Tend to agree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Private land owner or
representative of a private
land owner

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

Tend to disagree

Strongly agree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated
Private land owner or
representative of a private
land owner

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

6861933987

171394175

2018‐05‐01 10:06:49

2018‐05‐01 10:10:24

Yes

Don't know

6858823936

171394175

2018‐04‐28 18:31:16

2018‐04‐28 18:41:20

Yes

Yes

Prevents land being sold off, split up and eventually areas of land will be too small to farm, farmers will leave the business and the land will become dormant and unused.

6857336847

171394175

2018‐04‐27 15:29:46

2018‐04‐27 16:50:37

Yes

Yes

There are benefits for the local economy. Concentration has developed where land quality is poor. It is difficult to make a living from agriculture in upland Scotland. The scale that concentration allows is key to overcoming this as is the ability for a larger business to diversify into other activities. Yes
All these provide employment both primary, for shepherds, keepers and foresters, and secondary to contractors, local tradesmen and businesses. If you break the larger units up each of the smaller units created will struggle to remain profitable and employment opportunities will decline. The
withdrawal or reduction of agricultural subsidies over the next decade will almost certainly lead to more concentration as examples where this has happened elsewhere show that this tends to lead to fewer, larger farms. Concentration also benefits the environment, particularly at a landscape
scale. Landowners and managers have willingly taken on more and more conservation work over the years to the point that it is recognised that private keepered estates are the most effective deliverers of conservation improvements in upland Scotland and all with virtually no call on public
funds. Concentration has also allowed estates to be in the forefront of the provision of affordable rented property to local people. It is noticeable that cottages which are available for sale on the open market in much of upland Scotland and in particular in the National Parks, end up as holiday
homes and effectively removed from the local market. A recent visit to the Outer Hebrides shows where this can lead. The village we stayed in had four cottages owned and lived in by local families and all the rest were holiday homes.

No

My positive experience is from our village. All the young working families with children in the local school are employed by the four North east Scotland (Aberdeen,
local estates. All the rented cottages are provided at affordable rents by the estates. The privately owned houses and cottages are spli Aberdeenshire and Moray)
50% lived in all year and 50% holiday homes. The continuation of sustainable working communities in upland Scotland depends on
the concentration of land ownership and management.

6847481304

171394175

2018‐04‐23 19:01:45

2018‐04‐23 19:10:19

Yes

Yes

The sheer amount of money that is pumped into local economies. Be it trades, garages, butchers, and a mirriad of other businesses that rely on the revenue from the land owners.

Yes

It provides my family and I a living.

6846342944

171394175

2018‐04‐23 12:52:36

2018‐04‐23 12:57:56

Yes

Yes

Investment in poor land which would not happen if only poor land was owned.

Yes

Allows a balance to be created between various land uses (farming, forestry, property, sporting etc). If less land owned, some land
uses would prevail and others might be lost altogether.

6845268575

171394175

2018‐04‐22 21:55:26

2018‐04‐22 22:05:30

Yes

Yes

Economic stability, long term planning and job security

Yes

A good sustainable business that proveds secure employment and long term investment into infrastructure and property. Good
environmental stewardship.

6844773136

171394175

2018‐04‐22 13:07:39

2018‐04‐22 13:26:12

Yes

Don't know

6844034523

171394175

2018‐04‐21 18:43:54

2018‐04‐21 19:12:24

Yes

Yes

The benefits arise principally in those areas of hill or mountain where the land quality for agrarian industries is poor and where it is not suitable for industrial or residential building. At its best this results in investment in economic activity, investment, job creation, housing construction and
environmental programmes that would not occur without significant areas being under common ownership. In a smaller number of cases, however, concentrated ownership has led to neglect and under‐investment.

Yes

In the case referred to in 2000 the community had a declining population, a majority of houses occupied only part time or as holiday Highlands
lets, only three FTE jobs. As a result of investment of well over £10m on the Drimnin Estate farming has been expanded, a new
tourism business has been established including holiday lets and a B&B, affordable rental houses have been constructed, disused
houses and a chapel have been brought back into use, farming activity has been doubled, a new distillery has been constructed using
local timber as its energy source, 100ha of woodland has been planted, extensive environmental programmes have been
implemented, and local employment has been increased from 3 to 13 FTE with further increased anticipated. Well over half of house
are now occupied by permanent residents, and the community now has a thriving village hall with regular events.

6844020569

171394175

2018‐04‐21 18:29:03

2018‐04‐21 18:41:15

Yes

Yes

1. Economies of scale. 2. Ability to afford a higher degree of professional management

Yes

As a visitor and observer to some large estates.

Yes

Yes

The whole area around me is owned by Crown Estates and as such the farms are rented out in sized areas. There's no competition
from farmers to aquire more land.

North east Scotland (Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and Moray)

No

Yes

North east Scotland (Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and Moray)

a private individual or
business

No

No

Highlands

a private individual or
business

No

Yes

“Bad” land manager impact magnified

North east Scotland (Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and Moray)

a private individual or
business

Yes

No

I am aware that land has been provided for school outward bounds,sports facilities and amenity by the local estates all of which
enhances the area and it's attractions.

Many examples of estates and land owners investing in community engagement supporting communities and people beyond local
authorities and council provision. Picking up services in rural communities when the Post office, shops and other services have been
withdrawn.

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated
Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated
Private land owner or
representative of a private
land owner

No

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

No

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

No

Strongly disagree

Individual

Strongly disagree

Individual

No

Strongly disagree

Tend to agree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Land manager or other
professional working in areas
where land ownership is
concentrated

No

Tend to disagree

Tend to agree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Land manager or other
professional working in areas
where land ownership is
concentrated

Some new owners can change employment and land usage, but new opportunities can emerge which can also be positive

No

Strongly disagree

Tend to agree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Private land owner or
representative of a private
land owner

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

No

Yes

The ownership of any resource being concentrated will increase the price of that resource as it will decrease the supply of the resource. This is true of land resources in many communities in Scotland
and contributes to the current ‘housing crisis ‘ as housing becomes increasingly less affordable in many communities. My understanding is that this is particularly acute in many rural communities.
From a personal point of view I am interested in self building a house. In my community this would require having about £100k capital to buy a house plot with planning permission. This is simply
impossible for many people, myself included. The concentrated pattern of landownership is one of the factors which contributes to this situation. I don’t think it’s unreasonable to aspire to self build
in Scotland but this is an impossible dream for most people. This leaves our housing market largely dependent upon large volume house builders and this is unhealthy for communities in many ways.

Yes

As per q7

Not applicable

Highlands

Other (please specify below)

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Other interested member of
the public

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

Yes

This occurs in cases where owners have failed to invest or to work with members of the local community and can result in a lack of economic activity, jobs, housing or vibrancy in he community.

Yes

Lack of investment, decaying buildings, few jobs, declining population.

Yes

Highlands

a private individual or
business

Tend to disagree

Tend to agree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Private land owner or
representative of a private
land owner

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

Tend to disagree

Tend to disagree

Tend to disagree

Tend to agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Tend to agree

Strongly agree

Tend to agree

Individual

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Everyone in Scotland is equally affected No
by un‐affordable land prices caused in
part by the concentrated pattern of
landownership in Scotland

We lived and worked on a island owned by the NTS, rented a business property and a private house of them. It is impossible, every time you try to communicate you hit a brick wall. We now rent a house and business of the council and have a lot less hassle but when we
want to retire all the house prices and decrofted plots are geared towards second home owners and their London sized wallets, which makes it unobtainable for us to buy in the future.

Not applicable

a charity

No

As a family we have tried to build our own home in the local village and one farmer owns a large area of land. This land will never be available for new houses etc

No

Highlands

a private individual or
business

No

Majority of people will never get the opportunity to own land of their own or even their own home.

Yes

Have tried to purchase land a couple of times and had problems.

Not applicable

Highlands

a private individual or
business

Yes

No

Tend to disagree

Tend to disagree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Land manager or other
professional working in areas
where land ownership is
concentrated

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

As above, what is important is usage not ownership.

No

Neither agree nor
disagree

Tend to disagree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Private land owner or
representative of a private
land owner

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

No

Strongly disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Land manager or other
professional working in areas
where land ownership is
concentrated

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

Strongly disagree

Tend to agree

Strongly disagree

Individual

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

Tend to disagree

Tend to agree

Strongly disagree

Organisation

Strongly disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Yes

Big national parks and estates owned by charities and to an extent private landowners make up a wonderful landscape for everybody Highlands
to enjoy.

Yes

I love using the forests that are open to the public. They are a great place to take kids

Highlands

a mix of ownership makes up for the total
experience
a charity

No

Yes

6836277317

171394175

2018‐04‐18 16:58:53

2018‐04‐18 17:21:49

Yes

Yes

Employment, supporting local community through spend on trades and businesses. Land is managed within a legal framework of environmental, planning, forestry, access, land use etc legislation.

Yes

Local spend has revitalised villages and businesses; Employment created; Communities stabilised. Contribution to renewable energy
provision.These are rural businesses.

6829790216

171394175

2018‐04‐16 15:25:02

2018‐04‐16 16:39:36

Yes

Yes

Much of the land mass of the Scotland consists of land that is of low agricultural quality, as defined by SGRIPID criteria. It is often only possible to make a sustainable living from the land where there are the benefits of scale. Indeed, farms have been getting larger all over the UK for many years Yes
now as a result of the low profitability of agriculture. The debate about the scale of land holdings consistently ignores the value or productivity of Scotland's landholdings. It would not take many buildings in Edinburgh to buy a good sized country estate. Landscape‐scale planning is made very
considerably easier where land ownership is not split into many small holdings. This has very varied implications for deer‐management, infrastructure projects (powerlines/dualling of A Roads) forestry and environmental management to name a few.

Projects such as the new town at Tornagrain, near Inverness would be impossible without the long‐term vision of a land manager
with sufficient size and diversified resources to bring it to fruition. Anyone who doubts the validity of this should visit and see how it
puts to shame much of what has been built in Scotland these past years. Rothiemurchus estate is an excellent example of a large
landowner providing a coherent branded package of activities across their landholding that attracts tens of thousands of tourists.
What is important is not who owns the land, but how it is utilised. Public or community ownership can sometimes bring good
management practice, but is also often inefficient and a waste of scarce public resources. On balance, the evidence overwhelmingly
suggests that "good" private owners significantly outweigh those who generate a bad press.

Yes

Most owners seek to preserve and improve their asset during their stewardship frequently through spending locally money
generated elsewhere and ometimes generated from renewable energy projects.

Highlands

a private individual Combined with other like minded local
or business
landowners

No

a private individual or
business

a private individual or
business

Yes

Scotland's famous scenery is the result of stewardship by, amongst, many others, large landowners. There is always room for
improvement as new knowledge becomes available but landowners are very often at the forefront of best practice. Organisations
such as GWCT are able to provide top quality and peer‐reviewed environmental research thanks to the support and cooperation of
Scotland's landowners

Highlands

a private individual
or business

No

6821800009

171394175

2018‐04‐12 14:58:38

2018‐04‐12 16:21:32

Yes

Yes

1. It makes it easier for the public, public agencies and other organisations (eg electricity transmission companies or Scottish Water) to know and identify who is the owner of a particular area of land and ensure management outcomes are in the public interest. 2. It is often more difficult for a Yes
large landholding to be able to 'hide' than a small organisation and hence bad practice can be more easily called out and addressed. 3. Larger land units make land use planning at a landscape scale easier as there are fewer individuals to be co‐ordinated ‐ for example deer management. 4. Larger
land units are more likely to have greater capacity for professional management due to economies of scale. This increases the chances of the delivery of good practice which is usually in the public interest. 5. Other economies of scale exist and are often beneficial for improved management ‐ fo
example more economically efficient production of food or timber due to greater land areas covered. Efficient production of such primary products is one of the most important delivery objectives of government and may become even more important after Brexit. 6. In areas of poorer quality
land, large management units are sometimes essential to obtain efficiencies in order to deliver the best land management. Even 20,000 acres of high hill ground may be insufficient in some upland environments to provide for one farming family leaving sufficent annual income to pay for the
obligations of managing such an area (for example, deer management, track, including core path, management, fencing etc). 7. Fewer, larger landholdings results in competition for ownership which can result in better funded individuals being able to acquire land with greater ability to invest in
the locality. 8. Larger landholdings frequently let out a lot of their land making it more accessible to individuals of lesser wealth. Reducing the average size of land‐holdings is likely to result in more owner‐occupation with the resulting risk that fewer people with access to wealth will be able to
participate in land management.

1. More co‐ordinated land management resulting in better control of deer management from a small number of larger landholdings‐ North east Scotland (Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and Moray)
resulting in successful and early conclusion of a s.7 control agreement. 2. A large landownership having the means through
economies of scale to contribute positively to the local community and economy (including provision of public hall, bowling green
and pipe band hall all at peppercorn rents and at no cost to the public purse and provision of land for golf course and land for
affordable housing). 3. Large landholding helping access groups (such as Duke of Edinburgh Award hikers) with their route and
camping planning, and wider walking groups through provision of way‐marked walking routes, through ranger service which is
provided at no cost to the public purse. 4. Large landholding reducing the contact points for Scottish Hydro‐Electric to undertake a
large electricity line refurbishment project, making this process more efficient for the contractors. 5. Large landholding engaging a
professional manager who is available to engage directly with the local community (including attendance at local community council
meetings so that any potential land management issues can be discussed and addressed). 6. A group of six large estates in the
Cairngorms engaging with the Cairngorms National Park Authority to co‐ordinate management together at a landscape scale
(approximately 40% of the National Park area) ‐ if there were say 100 landowners over the same area such a project would be
logistically impossible. 7. Large estate with professional management providing complex training regime for staff 8. Large estate with
over 30 leases providing the opportunity for a large number of individuals, who may not otherwise be able to afford to buy the same
land, to be actively involved with management of the estate. 9. Large estate incorporating over 13,000 acres woodland enabling long‐
term co‐ordination of planning of woodland corridors, areas of shelter for wildlife and path networks. 10. Large estate providing
approximately 80 houses in a remote locality, the vast majority at below affordable rents. 11. Large estate having the resources
through economies of scale to privately fund a detailed engineering study of natural flood management options over an catchment
of 49 square miles under one ownership with a view to mitigating long term flood risks to communities downstream. 12. Large estate
being able through economies of scale and size of employment base to co‐ordinate extensive staff training systems at scale and with
professional management advisers. 13. Large estate having the economies of scale to enable delivery of environmental, economic
and community objectives collectively (in a way which smaller ownership units may not be able to achieve).

a private individual or
business

Yes

Large estate in the Highlands enabling large scale charity running/cycle event over a long distance with only one land owner for the Highlands
organisers to deal with and employees of the land owner assisting with the running of the event (this being enabled by the economy
of scale of the land unit).

a private individual
or business

No

6813317053

171394175

2018‐04‐09 16:32:37

2018‐04‐09 16:48:04

Yes

Yes

There are examples where a holistic approach can be taken to the areas of land/community which need supporting and those that do not on a wider scale. This can prove fairer than a peacemeal all for ones own benefit approach

6812576364

171394175

2018‐04‐09 11:56:42

2018‐04‐09 12:07:54

Yes

Yes

Land is best managed for the long‐term so that environmental benefits can be maximised and public access managed in a way that does not damage the environment. All this requires investment of money and expertise which a landowner, with other resources, can often provide ‐ particularly Yes
where the land itself is not very productive.

The estate owner I worked for was very willing to contribute financially to community projects where there were minimal other funds Highlands
available

improved fencing and drainage and proper management of trees

a private individual or
business

Yes

The investment that some private owners have made into the rural employment and building fabric of rural Scotland is astonishing. Highlands
Without their interest spawned by larger areas of ownership, they would not be prepared to make these investments which directly
support fragile rural economies.

a private individual
or business

a private individual or
West central Scotland (North
Lanarkshire, Renfrewshire and East business
Renfrewshire, Glasgow, East and
West Dunbartonshire, North
Ayrshire, Inverclyde)

No

6811453808

171394175

2018‐04‐08 18:59:34

2018‐04‐19 8:12:18

Yes

Yes

There are large tracts of Scotland where there is very little income derived from owning the land. The large units have an advantage of economy of scale. A reasonable number of these units are owned by wealthy individuals who are happy to "subsidise" these units from income generated
elsewhere. They also provide employment to local people to manage the land. This in turn helps ensure local communities survive and local services are retained like primary schools, shops and post offices. Without these many rural areas would experience further loss of populate.

My great grandfather took the tenancy of a farm from the local landowner who has a large estate with many let farms. He did not hav South west Scotland (South
the capital to buy land then (accepted there wouldn't be much for sale in 1895), but like many others, this gave him the chance to get Lanarkshire, South and East
a foot on the farming ladder. This still holds true today as then in that without the large estates letting land new entrants have little Ayrshire, Dumfries and Galloway)
chance of getting a start.

a private individual or
business

6808736495

171394175

2018‐04‐06 17:57:35

2018‐04‐06 18:18:33

Yes

Yes

Moorland needs joined‐up thinking on its management, which committees, pressure‐groups and even councils are not best placed to give it. I am referring to the recent case in Yorkshire for this, where shooting was stopped and the future of the management appears to be going down a hole. Yes
Similarly, there are already Grazings Committees and Right‐to‐Buy so other land around rural townships is usually best conserved by one interest. Opening it up to factional management will jeopardise its future, irreversibly. To say that use is not in "community interest" is not something that
is ever applied to urban areas so, why are rural dwellers suddenly accorded this right ? Under ECHR, owners cannot be disenfranchised of property unless Scotland is to be bought at market value from them all, which is taking the point to a ridiculously uneconomic extent.

I see it in conservation and in keeping Planning on sites which are crucial to tourism, which is one of Scotland's greater GDP
equivalent earners, at a managed level. If all land were up for grabs both aspects would quickly be ruined in my own experience.

a private individual or
business

Highlands

Highlands

Combined with other local landowners

Yes

Interest in land is something that holds young people in rural communities. I am a personal example of this by being a 1991 Act tenant farmers daughter. I do not think concentrated landownership
has diminished opportunities for young people to have an interest in land, but instead the changes to land tenure brought in by the SNP which have damaged landowners willingness to let land out.

Don't Know

a private individual
South west Scotland
The large landowning units often employ a number of gamekeepers/stalkers who keep the foxes and crows under control. This is a
or business
(South Lanarkshire,
huge benefit to the ground nesting birds that are declining or have disappeared over large tracts of the country. Looking at friends
who own their farms having had the chance to buy when their estate sold their farms to them. There is now no one controlling these South and East Ayrshire,
Dumfries and Galloway)
predators as they either have no interest in doing so, or can't afford afford to employ anyone. These farms now have no lapwings,
curlews etc. While accepting a big factor in the decline of these birds has been changing farming practices, the units that still have
decent numbers are often keepered and the aforementioned predators controlled.

No

6808373941

171394175

2018‐04‐06 15:41:21

2018‐04‐06 18:07:30

Yes

Don't know

In some areas of Scotland ‐ Sutherland for example, the amount of land owned by one organisation or individual is not the same as one person owning more productive land in Aberdeenshire, for example. We need to produce more of our own food and it is how the land is managed that is
important, rather than who owners it.

Yes

My experience is of a large farmer using his land to produce oil from rape seed, organic produce from arable land and milk from a
large dairy herd. The acreage is about 1500 acres, so whether you consider this a large concentration, I am not sure.

North east Scotland (Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and Moray)

a private individual or
business

Yes

A large farmer/landowner producing excellent soft fruit, a visitor centre and Resturant providing an excellent example of very good
Scottish produce. Very popular with locals and visitors.

6808254339

171394175

2018‐04‐06 14:58:34

2018‐04‐06 15:18:54

Yes

Yes

Ardtornish estate is large by most standards, though in the main it is poor‐quality land. The size and therefore value of the land‐holding has allowed the owners to borrow substantial amounts of money which have been invested successfully in the business. This in turn has resulted in total
investment, funded by both borrowing and the returns on investment funded by borrowing, of an eight‐figure sum over the last five years in one of the remotest areas of Scotland. This would not have been possible without the collateral of the 14,000‐ha estate.

Yes

Large‐scale investment in a remote and economically‐marginal area

Highlands

a private individual or
business

Yes

A larger land‐holding is more likely to have more diverse sources of income, and the ability to operate a wider range of enterprises ‐
not all of which are likely to be profitable or even viable at any one time, but which together can sustain a business.

Central Scotland (Stirling and
Clackmannanshire, Falkirk and
West Lothian)
South west Scotland (South
Lanarkshire, South and East
Ayrshire, Dumfries and Galloway)

North east Scotland
(Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and
Moray)
Orkney Islands

Yes

Yes

No

I don't believe in changing the status quo unless there is something better in mind already, as Pandora's Box can never be re‐closed. To cast about for reasons to open it, based on a political bias and
without already having something in mind, I foresee as leading only to the ruination of much of Scotland's natural beauty and a huge adverse impact on its tourism business.

Don't Know

It depends on how the land is managed, how many local people are employed and how innovative the landowner is.

No

a private individual
or business

Yes

Monopoly or oligopoly land ownership can reduce diversity of uses, prevent development, stifle house‐building, etc. Much depends on the motivations of the landowners and managers.

Yes

As above

No

Governmental calls for populist measures to utilise this emotion often occur, even though it is against both UNHCR human rights and effective economic practice

Not applicable

No

Yes

It makes some envious and vindictive

Yes

Yes

Can create monopolies which are bad for the local economy. Specially the case where landowners do not wish to engage with local communities.

No

No

No

Nothing i can think of

No

Yes

Yes

Aware of a landlord of a small South Lanarkshire Estate who provides residential accommodation to over 20 properties. A joined up
approach and engagement with the residents has enabled a number of community heating schemes to be installed providing the
tenants with an improved and cheaper supply of heating whilst also providing work to local contractors during the installation and
for ongoing maintenance. If each property had been individually owned this approach would not have been possible.

Yes

Yes

Local Employment/ tourism enterprises being started up/ energy for the grid from renewable energy schemes

Yes

I have visited many tourism sites etc

Highlands

6802104110

171394175

2018‐04‐04 10:06:01

2018‐04‐04 10:15:33

Yes

No

The land owners can benefit from the taxes of others. They are able to obtain grant funding, which if they are rich enought to own the land they should be able to sustain it without grant funding

Yes

No Positives, only stress and dissapointment

South west Scotland (South
Lanarkshire, South and East
Ayrshire, Dumfries and Galloway)

a private individual or
business

No

6800705650

171394175

2018‐04‐03 19:31:16

2018‐04‐03 19:53:34

Yes

No

No

6798447016

171394175

2018‐04‐02 23:22:02

2018‐04‐03 0:07:33

Yes

Yes

In many parts of Scotland the land is limited in use, quite poor in terms of agricultural use or limited by terrain as to what can be done with it. So in many cases it takes a huge acreage to become self‐sufficient never mind profitable. Additionally, I have found in so many cases across Scotland Yes
that these large landowners pay back tenfold into their communities. I have seen landowners clearing snowy roads before the council can get there, gritting pavements, reducing rents to give a struggling family a break, investing financially into the local wildlife including screened viewing areas of
badger setts for local school children, encouraging and facilitating countryside access to locals including cross country races for children to encourage active lifestyles, reduced commercial rents (£1/annum!) for art charities and local fund raising enterprises such as thrift shops and corner
shops,...the list is endless! Finally, in Scotland many of these larger parcels of land come with larger properties which are a heavy financial millstone around the landowners' necks. These properties are an amazing part of our Scottish history and it is important that they be preserved. In many
cases, this is a mission of love for the families living there and they choose to keep these places running rather than have nice clothes/cars/holidays for themselves. With basic running costs well into five figure sums it is hardly surprising that it takes a large acreage of land to support them. And
whilst some of these houses are kept rather private, there are hundreds where access is mad available to the house or gardens which contributes heavily to the community and to the employment/tourism/entertainment opportunities in the area.

North east Scotland (Aberdeen,
At Kincardine Castle in Aberdeenshire, I have enjoyed the open days, rally driving events, charity evenings, pop up cafes, etc made
Aberdeenshire and Moray)
available by the family who own the estate. Their management of this large estate has allowed them to maintain the castle as the
valuable local asset which it is. And their wonderful attitude has made their ownership of Kincardine estate a wonderful asset to the
area. Similarly Monymusk estate supports local school children by providing nature viewing facilities and encouraging cross country
running across the estate for these school children by assisting with trail planning and access to various gates/routes. Monymusk
estate also rents commercial buildings to community projects for nominal costs (e.g. £1/annum!) which has resulted in a successful
platform for local artists/crafters for over 30years and a vibrant community store which has raised >£100,000 for local causes such
as play areas, the village hall and the church roof. Estates in the Cairngorms and the West Highlands have supported paths/bridges,
toilet/washing facilities and bothies/other shelter for kayakers/walkers/cyclists which I have gladly made free use of.

a private individual or
business

Yes

6798422839

171394175

2018‐04‐02 23:07:47

2018‐04‐02 23:21:08

Yes

Yes

Large parcels of land can be better managed as one whole piece rather than split up into smaller parcels which may be unable to invest in improving the land

Pitmain Estate in Kingussie. Current landowners are investing in the estate, providing full‐time employment for five gamekeepers and Highlands
investing in renewable energy (hydro) which had been defunct on this estate.

a private individual or
business

Yes

6797860468

171394175

2018‐04‐02 18:59:52

2018‐04‐02 19:35:40

Yes

Yes

In areas of relatively low productivity, large single landholdings are to some extent inevitable. They ensure that economies of scale are achieved in the various land management activities that are undertaken there such as upland sheep farming, forestry and sporting and electricity generation. If Yes
these areas are broken up, these benefits will be lost.

I manage a large forestry estate in SW Scotland owned by a single family. The relatively 'new' estate combined a number of commercialSouth west Scotland (South
Lanarkshire, South and East
forest properties within the same vicinity previously managed remotely by contract managers, based in Cumbria, Dumfries, and
Ayrshire. Not one manager lived within 35 miles of the properties. Since the properties were joined through ownership, the necessary Ayrshire, Dumfries and Galloway)
critical mass was achieved to first employ an estate manager in 2009. Continued expansion and investment has seen the staff grow
to seven direct with about the same number contracting on a regular basis, all are based within 10 miles of the main landholding. This
is an extremely fragile rural economy with very limited employment opportunities, the company pays well and looks after their staff
extremely well. I can think of two similar businesses in the area, whose main aim alongside making a profit, is providing stable rural
employment.

a private individual or
business

Yes

6797613002

171394175

2018‐04‐02 17:17:11

2018‐04‐02 17:34:55

Yes

Yes

Large pieces of land can be managed in a less commercial, less intensive, more natural way. Landowners are easily identifiable and engaged with. Large landowners tend to make more use of professional advice and experience than small ones, and are better capitalised to invest in the rural
economy.

Yes

Extensive cycle networks on Forestry Commission land; extensive path networks, mowed paths on river banks, landscaped walks on
private Estates and NTS ground.

East central Scotland (Fife, Dundee, Other (please specify
Perth and Kinross, Angus)
below)

6797413486

171394175

2018‐04‐02 15:56:51

2018‐04‐02 16:28:06

Yes

Yes

Such ownership provides benefits to the environment, the local economy and communities through their significant investment made which provides employment within areas where there are little in the way of other employment. This in turn supports the local communities and other local
businesses.

Yes

I have been employed both full‐time and seasonally by land owners and so have members of my family on sporting estates. The
careful management of uplands and other rural parts of Scotland for shooting protects and enhances the unique heather uplands
and its native grouse, and brings wider environmental benefits to many other species of flora and fauna. Guests come from around
the world to partake bringing filling hotels and restaurants through a quiet period of trading for many.

Highlands

a private individual or
business

Charities, private individuals and public
bodies.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

The onerous timescales it takes to get things done. The lack of comminication, when it does not suit them they delay or do not respond to correspondence. Threated with distain, why should we do
this when they can do it better and never do.

I did not have contact with the owner/manager

North east Scotland (Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and Moray)

a private individual or
business

No

a private individual or
Central Scotland (Stirling and
Clackmannanshire, Falkirk and West business
Lothian)

No

No

Yes

The area has become depopulated as a result of several farms being bought up and left vacant by an absentee landlord. The school bus has been replaced by a school car. Hospital beds are being
closed. Rural primary schools will presumably soon amalgamate due to lack of pupils Gates have now been padlocked No local labour needed Farm manager brought in from England with local
qualified candidates available No in‐put into the local community Green permanent pasture now largely under bracken or planted Farm houses lieing empty

Yes

No

In theory one bad landowner might affect whole communities...however, this is not what I have come across in all of the land I have accessed throughout Scotland.

No

No

Informed NFU of blocked access. The only access we
have to the land owner is through a solicitor

Argyll and Bute

a private individual or
business

No

a private individual
or business

Very many "new" landowners are capital wealthy foreigners who are willing to invest considerable sums to improve Scottish Sporting Highlands
Estates in many different forms... wildlife conservation; natural/native woodland regeneration; renewable energy etc.

a private individual
or business

No

Yes

Only where a single focus was the main aspiration of the landowner...

Yes

Highlands

a private individual or
business

No

Numerous experiences in my professional life have led me to the conclusion that well funded private companies/individuals are in

a private individual
or business

Yes

It attracts the attention of urban politicians keen to capitalise on the perceived grievances of their core voters.

Yes

Endless surveys and 'consultations' which are really nothing of the sort, they are used as a vehicle to achieve a political goal which will be seen through regardless of their outcomes/recommendations by a government which is not listening.

Yes

South west Scotland (South
Lanarkshire, South and East
Ayrshire, Dumfries and Galloway)

a private individual or
business

Yes

a private individual
I doubt that you would be able to walk through unspoiled, natural woods without interpretation panels, tea shops, graded paths and East central Scotland
chargeable parking etc. other than on large private Estates.
(Fife, Dundee, Perth and or business
Kinross, Angus)
A group of us lease the shooting rights from a significant landowner and work with them to protec

Yes

Land owned by conservation charities is under‐used and commercially unproductive. As they ar the biggest buyers of land at present this must be an area of concern.

Yes

Many public bodies communicate in a very high‐handed way with local communities, and many conservation charities are dismissive of the needs of the local human population.

Yes

South west Scotland

Strongly disagree

Tend to disagree

Strongly disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Tend to disagree

Individual

Neither agree nor
disagree

Tend to agree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Organisation

Strongly disagree

Tend to disagree

Strongly disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Tend to agree

Strongly disagree

Strongly disagree

Tend to agree

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Locked gates Abusive behaviour by owner's farm manager Inconsiderate use of single track roads Application for purchase of ungrazed hill to make own neighbouring unit viable turned down by absentee landlord. The hill has now been planted and we are selling up as we
are unable to make a living out of our current holding.

I have walked and kayaked extensively throughout Aberdeenshire, the Cairngorms, the Highlands and the West Coast. Wherever I go I Highlands
find enterprises by local landowners that benefit nature and access to our amazing landscape. Enjoying the hares/waders/birds of
prey/deer supported by grouse and stalking estates has been my privilege. These landowners have maintained a use of the land which
supports and nourishes our native wildlife and the vistas we all enjoy. Whilst I have also enjoyed exposure to smaller scale
landowners such as crofters, it is my experience that these smaller packages of land do not allow the same support of ecosystems or
access that larger landowners are able to facilitate.

general much better placed to manage land, particularly in the uplands where opportunities to make a profit are fewer and land based(South Lanarkshire,
South and East Ayrshire,
skills more fragile. Of course there are examples of bad practice by large landowners, but again my experience tells me that they
generally don't last long before the estate is sold or broken up anyway. I firmly believe it is NOT the role of government to interfere Dumfries and Galloway)
with private landholding. How big is too big? Are large Agri‐businesses in the lowlands being treated to the same level of scrutiny or is
this reserved solely for 'landed' families and wealthy individuals?

a private
individual or
business

No

No

Yes

2018‐04‐05 15:18:32

Highlands

No

a private individual
or business

a private individual or
business

2018‐04‐05 18:30:25

2018‐04‐05 14:56:35

a private individual or
business

As there is a small number of land owners controlling large areas of ground, these landowners become easy targets for any perceived imbalances in the wealth distribution in this country. What is often No
overlooked is the wealth and employment they create to other people and businesses often in remote and fragile areas.

a private individual or
business

2018‐04‐05 18:22:04

171394175

Landowners want to let land, they do not wish to take Highlands
on the management responsibilities involved in farming
land in hand, but they have been forced into this
position by the political agenda.

Communities ruined in the highlands Not applicable
by holiday home owners who think the
area is their own private play ground
and do not want locals living near
them.

No

a private individual or
business

Observation of "Laird" reinvesting in multiple local projects. Observing same individual participating in community events.

171394175

Protection of property rights (allowing business, investment confidence) Individuals are more empathetic, less beurocratic than land‐owning organisations. Individuals can thus be very popular and efficient Aids societal cohesion of countryside, traditions. Individuals can be stalwarts of the
community. The alternative, governmental land redistribution, has a terrible track record. Such individuals have greater capacity for reinvestment in the land through buildings, businesses etc... Whereas small landowners do not have this money and organisations are beurocratic and
inefficient
Opportunity to benefit from a holistic approach which better serves the community, providing a more joined up approach than if there were multiple landowners seeking only to further their own interests. Helps to provide more jobs and boosts the rural economy

Yes

6806144728

6805529547

As a Land Agent I see the day to day rural depopulation of young people and I think that the greater availability of land would decrease this. It is not landowners fault they have become reluctant to let land but the political pressure on land reform which has made any sensible Yes
landowner very cautious indeed.

Highlands

No

Gamekeeper

Yes
Our local estate employs a part time gillie and his wife. There is no real affordable housing to let or buy. There is no shop or school or young families in the area and we struggle to find enough staff.
People have not a lot to say. It is the most beautiful spot on earth it should be brimming with life but it is not. A wealthy distant land owner, a handful of old crofters a lot of second home owners,
some of them barely here and holiday lets.
When large areas of land are owned privately, it restricts the availability to families wanting to move to the country to start a farming life or even self sustainable life. It makes it rare for farms and land toYes
come onto the market

We run a small remote restaurants and a lot of our guests are here to enjoy the vast uncluttered unfenced 'wilderness'

I feel that if it’s owned by a charity, such as rspb, forestery, national trust, it’s to the benefit of the public. When it’s privatey owned it’s not in the interest of the public.

No

Yes

Individual

Tend to agree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Yes

Don't know

Yes

Yes

Yes

Tend to agree

Tend to disagree

Tend to disagree

Yes

Yes

Yes

2018‐04‐20 21:25:55

Yes

No

No

2018‐04‐21 11:59:24

2018‐04‐20 21:30:21

2018‐04‐20 21:13:52

2018‐04‐05 23:28:40

a public body

No

2018‐04‐21 11:40:31

2018‐04‐20 21:21:59

Yes

North east Scotland (Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and Moray)

No

171394175

a private individual
or business

Very abusive farmer.

No

171394175

Highlands

The local farmer to me has no regard to the environment nor complying with regulations. They use plastic bale wrap that blows around the countryside, is buried in the ground, along with twine, feed bags and general rubbish. If a farmer owned the ground they would be moreNo
aware of looking after it.

Strongly agree

Yes

No

No

171394175

There has been a similar rejuvenation of the community o the east of the example above through private investment.

Tend to agree

The people renting the farms tend not to look after the environment and livestock as much as a farmer who owns their land. There more disregard to taking care and looking after the place.

I see concentration as a positive factor in upland Scotland so difficult to argue the disadvantages. What I can see though is that this works best where both the community and land owners take a
positive approach to each other and engage sympathetically. Where that does not happen it is easy to see that disadvantages might develop.

Yes

6843631647

2018‐04‐05 22:48:48

a private individual
or business

No

Yes

Yes

a private individual or
business

6842760035

171394175

North east Scotland
(Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and
Moray)

a private individual
or business

East central Scotland (Fife, Dundee, a private individual or
Perth and Kinross, Angus)
business

6842777000

6806835681

North east Scotland
(Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshire and
Moray)

No

Yes

power to influence how the land is used which may not be in the community's interests or may be bad for the environment

a public body

a private individual or
business

I got a dismissive answer that didn’t answer the
question.

East central Scotland (Fife, Dundee, a public body
Perth and Kinross, Angus)

No

Yes
I worked for the single largest
landholder in Scotland for 7 years and
saw year on year a reduction in
resources, staff and a complete lack of
investment. The consequences of this
were a steady exodus of staff,
plummeting morale and an
organisation falling further and further
behind its competitors. The
organisation? The government's very
own Forestry Commission Scotland.
Government has a fairly abysmal track
record of land management in the
recent past, trying to be all things to all
people.

South west
Scotland (South
Lanarkshire,
South and East
Ayrshire,
Dumfries and
Galloway)

a public body

Neither agree nor
disagree

Strongly agree

Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated
Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated
Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated

Other (please specify)

Mains Estates Limited

Ardtornish Estate Company

Individual

N/A

Individual

Organisation

Yes

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

No

Yes

Originally a tenant farmer, I am happy for you to publish my
but now owner as estate response without my name
gave me a chance to buy.

Yes

Other interested member of
the public

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

Representative of a
community body or land
owner

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

Private land owner or
representative of a private
land owner

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

Land manager or other
professional working in areas
where land ownership is
concentrated
Wanlockhead Village Council

No

Yes

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Private land owner or
representative of a private
land owner
Land manager or other
professional working in areas
where land ownership is
concentrated

Individual

Anon

Tenant Farmer and Land
Manager

Private land owner or
representative of a private
land owner

Other (please specify)

Individual

Member of family owning I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name
a small 420ha mixed
estate
owner of a small remote I am happy for you to publish my
restaurant
response without my name

Other (please specify)

Committee member of
Wanlockhead Village
Council

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

No

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Individual

Private land owner or
representative of a private
land owner

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

Strongly disagree

Tend to agree

Strongly disagree

Individual

Other interested member of
the public

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

No

Resident of a community
where land ownership is
concentrated

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

Land manager or other
professional working in areas
where land ownership is
concentrated

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

Yes

I am happy for you to publish my
response without my name

No

Tend to disagree

Strongly agree

Tend to disagree

Individual

Strongly disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Strongly disagree

Organisation

Neither agree nor
disagree

Tend to disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Individual

CKSC Ltd.

In some parts of Scotland most of the land is owned
and controlled by a very small number of people. Do
you think this has any disadvantages ? This could
include disadvantages to the environment, the
economy, the local community, land owners or society
as a whole.

Please use the space below to describe any disadvantages you
can think of.

Do you have personal
experience of any of
the disadvantages
you have described?

Response

Open-Ended Response

Response

Yes

Not at all democratic.

Yes

Yes

There will be examples of concentrated land ownership where
owners are unwilling to engage with communities or bring forward
land but we are of the opinion that this is in the minority and that
mechanisms are already available to address this, should the
Scottish Government be willing to use them.

No

No

Yes

I live on an active shooting estate. The large estate is managed
solely for the benefit of the absentee landlord and his shooting
parties. The year round residents are expected to allow shooting
right beside their properties, including shot landing on houses,
vehicles + possibly persons including children. They are then
expected to allow access to their private gardens to pick up shot
birds. Any suggestion of not agreeing to this is met with
considerable aggression. The shooting parties shoot towards/over
roads regularly. I have much experience of picking my children up
from school/nursery and driving home with a shoot aiming over our
car from a very close distance. The wildlife is routinely persecuted.
The estate is renowned for association with poisoned raptors.
One landowner affects the situation over a very large area, if the
land ownership was less concentrated he would have less power.
The land is managed purely for one man's profit and enjoyment not
for the good, or benefit, of the community. As a number of the
people who live on the estate are tenants there is a reluctance to
talk about the issues, as the tenancies could be terminated.

Yes

No

Yes

To much control over common ground can cause complications
when trying to arrange access to plots or land , the landowner of
ground in between can stall or stop access

Yes

Are you
happy to
proceed?

In some parts of
Scotland most of
the land is owned
and controlled by a
very small number
of people. Do you
think this has any
benefits? This
could include
benefits to the
environment, the
economy, the local
community, land
owners or society
as a whole.

Please use the space below to describe any benefits you can think of.

Please use the space below to
Do you
describe your positive experience of
have personal
concentrated land ownership.
experience of
any of
the benefits you
have
described?

Where in Scotland does this Does this
experience relate to?
experience relate
to an area of land
owned by...

Response

Response

Open-Ended Response

Response

Response

Yes

Yes

It enables a balanced approach to land management rather than commercially exoloiting every square foot.

Yes

2018‐07‐01 12:01:17

Yes

Yes

It enables a balanced approach to land management rathsr than commercially exoloiting every possible square inch.

Yes

2018‐06‐30 23:34:07

2018‐06‐30 23:36:12

Yes

No

No

174219154

2018‐06‐30 22:50:45

2018‐06‐30 23:09:15

Yes

Yes

Looking specifically at Seafield and Strathspey Estates the following are selection of some of the benefits that concentrated land ownership has provided. In the interests of brevity we have reduced this to examples of benefits which may have been provided
Yes
to more tha n one communi ty i n the Es ta tes ’ a rea : ‐ •The s e ng up a nd i ni a l opera on of the Ia n Cha rl es Hos pi ta l i n Gra ntown on Spey. •The gi i ng of the s qua re i n Gra ntown on Spey to the communi ty. •The gi i ng of the gol f cours e a nd l i nks to the Cul l en
communi ty. •The gi i ng of the pl a yi ng ﬁel ds a t Boa t of Ga rten. •Provi s i on of l a nd for tenni s courts , bowl i ng greens , curl i ng ponds , churches , s chool s , cemeteri es , hous i ng, i ndus tri a l pa rks etc. •15‐25 yea r a cces s a greements for cons truc on of footpa ths a nd
cycl e wa ys s uch a s the Bucki e to Portknocki e route a nd Ca rrbri dge to Sl ochd, a l l whi ch were a greed for £1 per a nnum, i f a s ked. •20 yea r a cces s a greement for the Speys i de Wa y a t a n a nnua l rent of £1 •Nei ther of thes e l ong di s ta nce routes , a bove, coul d ha ve
been del i vered a s ea s i l y i f the l a nd wa s i n mul pl e owners hi p. •Lea s i ng of l a nd to Gra mpi a n Ka rt Cl ub s i nce 1963 a nd recentl y renewi ng tha t l ea s e to 2042 a t a n a nnua l rent of £25 to a l l ow them to con nue to devel op thei r s i te a s one of the premi er cl ubs i n
Scotl a nd. •Lea s e of Ca s tl e Hi l l to Cul l en Communi ty to ena bl e them to devel op wa l ks a nd communi ty fa ci l i es . As s i s ng wi th ma chi nery a nd ma npower i n s i te cl ea ra nce a t no cos t. •Rea c ng to l oca l ﬂoodi ng wi th engi neered s ol u ons to s l ow ﬂood wa ters i n
s peci ﬁc l oca ons a t our cos t. •As s i s ng the communi ty i n Ports oy i n 2017 by provi di ng ma chi nery a nd ma npower to hel p rei ns ta te a ﬂood da ma ged a cces s to the bunk hous e fa ci l i ty to ena bl e i ts us e i n the Ports oy Boa t Fes va l . •Provi di ng a 2.5 hecta re s i te for a
Scout Ca mp a nd bui l di ng a t Des kford for a n a nnua l renta l of £60. Al l owi ng us e of ﬁel ds on a n a nnua l ba s i s nea r Ca rrbri dge for Scout ca mps a t ni l cos t. •Hel pi ng fa ci l i ta te the ra i l s to Gra ntown project by oﬀeri ng to l ea s e l a nd for the tra ck a nd s ta on a t a
nomi na l a mount. •Ma ki ng a nnua l ca s h dona ons to 12 Communi ty Counci l s wi thi n the Es ta te a rea . •Ma ki ng one oﬀ dona ons to Communi ty Projects s uch a s pl a y pa rks , church i mprovements , deﬁbri l l a tor purcha s es etc. •Provi di ng mber to School s to ena bl e
them to ma ke ra i s ed beds , s ea ts a nd s cul ptures . •Ma ki ng l a nd a va i l a bl e for Fores t School s . •Ma na gement of des i gna ted s i tes a nd ha bi ta ts for protected s peci es . There a re ma ny more exa mpl es where we work i n pa rtners hi p wi th the communi es , a genci es
and local authorities to enable national and local community aspirations.
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Yes
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Yes

Yes

1.0ENVIRONMENT The landscape, which is admired by those, who live on and visit Ballogie, is a result of careful integrated land management over a period of over 200 years. Core to the management aims of privately owned land estates is a long‐term approach to land management, which is immensely beneﬁcial to the environment. This is par cularly evident from the old conifers and
Yes
broadleaved trees, which give a dis nc ve feel to the landscape. The fact that management can be exercised on a landscape scale is a major beneﬁt of the larger land holdings. When a business covers a signiﬁcant area, there is eﬀec ve integra on of the diﬀerent land uses between forestry and farming and shoo ng and recrea onal and residen al requirements. The eﬀec ve
management of riparian areas is made much easier, when there is single ownership of a burn or sub‐catchment. Through the use over several years of Countryside Premium Schemes or Stewardship Schemes and SRDP as well as assistance from the local Fisheries Board, we have fenced off virtually all sections of water courses of any size on our holding. This reinforces the SAC designation
for the Dee. The long‐term interest over a wide area means that the concept of environmental good management is embedded into our ac ve opera ons, is understood by all staﬀ and is a key aspect of our business management. Employees can see the beneﬁts of long‐term environmental management and therefore are willing to buy into what they perceive to be a success story.
We are members of the Wildlife Estates Scotland and the Forestry Cer ﬁca on Scheme, which reinforce high environmental standards. Through our forestry and ﬁshing management, we look a er two SSSIs both of which are key riparian environments. We have for many years had a policy of predator control to manage foxes and mink and crows for the beneﬁt of wildlife, this long
before there were active campaigns to support this work. We have controlled predators and done habitat improvement work to assist the prospects for the capercailzie population on the estate. We have supported the Red Squirrel Initiative. That we can carry out policies over a wide area of woodland is a benefit in this regard. Because we are operating on a wide area that means that we
can have specialist staﬀ, who are able to assist with environmental improvement schemes. We take pride in the landscape and natural reten ons on the Estate and they are managed as part of the commercial forestry opera ons, as is the Na ve Pinewood. We have for some 50 years had an ac ve policy of deer management. Deer control is aimed at reduc on of RTAs, improved deer
welfare, and reduction of negative impacts on farming and forestry land. The ability to operate over a significant area is crucial in effective deer control. Most deer whether red deer or roe deer are shot on the forest edge. Someone who only controls the forestry or the farmland will not be able to engage in good deer management. Because of the scale of our operation, we can retain skilled
rangers and contractors, who know the ground. All our stalkers, employed or contractors, have DCS level 2 qualification. Because of the scale of our operation, we have a high standard of purpose built deer larder with chill. Only one sixth of our annual cull of approximately 300 head is for sporting purposes, all the rest is for deer management and control. Deer control is crucial for
environmental, social and economic reasons on both a local and wider scale. In summary, scale is required for eﬀec ve environmental management, so that we can operate over signiﬁcant areas e.g. whole sub‐catchments and because of our scale we can employ specialist staﬀ who can carry out the environmental work. 2.0ECONOMY We employ 16 full‐ me staﬀ and
approximately 10 part‐ me at diﬀerent mes of the year. In addi on we give employment to many local contractors whether plumbers and electricians or plant hire opera ves. All management is done from the oﬃce on the Estate, which means that there is good contact with ﬁeld staﬀ and the local community. The average age of our full‐ me employees is 40 and most of our staﬀ are
long‐term employees. This gives cohesion to our policies and stability to the community. We hold a signiﬁcant number of external accredita on awards such as Investors in People, Quality Assurance for both livestock and cereals, Quality Assurance for our wild venison and WES level 2 cer ﬁca on. Two of our recrea onal proper es have been rated at 5‐star by Visit Scotland. It
shows our determina on to a ain high business standards. Our opera ons are highly integrated. Our hill sheep ﬂock is a signiﬁcantly important tool for control of cks on the moorland area. Farm machinery is used to assist with opera ons on our wildlife and forestry opera ons. Our Rangers not only look a er moorland and deer management, but also provide ﬁrewood for our
recreational business. Fishing tenants not merely come to fish, they stay in the holiday cottages so that we can provide a total package for our guests. The highly successful new 5 star wedding centre is supported by the range of short holiday lets that we can provide and also the Café is available for the use of wedding guests. Because we have the space and diversity of product, we can
oﬀer our guests something that is unique and special. The Rangers on the staﬀ are responsible for maintaining access tracks, which are important for deer management, but are also very popular and appreciated by local people and visitors as walks through the woodland areas. The Farm provides local, natural produce for the Café, the Café in turn is an exemplar of all the diﬀerent
products that we produce on the Estate. We shall further develop the potential to market our local goods and products by building a new Centre next door to the Café to inform people not merely of the Estate, but of the local countryside and the opportunities for recreational and other pursuits in the area. The maintenance of a diverse business requires the keen support of a well‐
trained and ﬂexible workforce. Because of the scale of our opera on, we can take on young workers and give them experience and training. Our farm employees are all from farm backgrounds and working for us they get the training and experience of larger scale opera ons with good machinery and facili es. The average age of our 3 farm employees is 26. The average age of the three
d accessible support for our field staff
3.0
tenant famers on the estate is 63.
Our scale of opera on allows us to operate a full back up and management team on site to give an eﬀec ve and
COMMUNITY I think I was about 10 when I ﬁrst involved in ac ve fund‐raising for the local community and at that me an extension to the Village Hall. For much of the intervening
years I have been an active member of the Community Organisations and indeed at one time, due to the nature of a then aging community, I was the
all in one. My commitment to the local community is not merely a personal interest, it is something that has been carried on through a number of generations. The Birse War Memorial was
substantially financed through the local estates. The Ballogie Hall was built and supplied by the Estate as a social centre for the Community a 100 years ago. Times have changed, the Hall is no longer appropriate and we are now arranging for a Community Hub to be set up on land that will be leased at no charge. This Hub will support the local Nursery School as an extended playground as
well as providing a focus area for the Community, a place where Community events can take place and also a general amusement area for people in the Village. We have enabled a pathway to be set up, linking both parts of the Village and have provided materials for this very successful Community project. Previously mentioned, we have been active in opening up pathways which have
been appreciated by the local Community. Members of staﬀ are on the local Community Council or on the Ballogie Community Associa on. The level and breadth of support that we give the local Community would not be possible if we were not opera ng over a wide enough area to have eﬀec ve scale of support. We play an important role in providing aﬀordable
accommodation.60% of our let properties are leased on an affordable basis. We provide subsidised housing for older retired employees, so that they are able to remain in the community. We have built and sold 11 houses to regenerate the local village and we have or are selling a further 11 plots for self‐ build. This has brought a new dynamic to the community and brought more
children to the nursery and local school. We maintain the proper es in the tradi onal vernacular style and endeavour to see that all development is done in a manner, which is modern but sympathe c to the tradi onal cultural landscape. For local residents, we make ﬁshing available at very reduced rates through the local ﬁshing club, which was set up by the estate some 50 years ago.
For the 2 years of its opera on, we have run Charity events at our weddings and events centre at Ballogie House. We will have a con nuing commitment to Charity fund‐raising, an event which is much appreciated by members of the local and wider Community. Our con nued programme of development through our Café, our holiday co ages, the various events that we run and plans
that are being rolled out now, create an enthusiastic environment for members of the Community. We are creating part‐time job opportunities, which again are useful to the local Community. The new centre will enhance the role of the office as a local drop in centre for information and services such as picking up parcel deliveries. In stormy conditions postal deliveries are made to the
oﬃce. Since members of the N ol family are resident and ac ve in the community at Ballogie and the business and employees are ac ve throughout the Estate, it is very clear who owns the business and where anyone needs to come to if they have any issues or ques ons. The same cannot be said for certain local small‐holdings e.g. one bit of woodland where it has been unclear
who the owner or the manager has been at diﬀerent mes, because they have changed so much. In summary, it is the scale of our opera ons, which enable us to give a wide range of beneﬁt to the local community, linked to the fact that the family owners are part of the local community. 4.0LAND OWNERS While it is necessary for the eﬀec ve func oning of a diverse land
management business to have a very straight‐forward system of management and capacity for decision making, the actual ownership structure behind the management may be much more diverse than might be perceived. Although there are lead owners direc ng the management of this business, the ownership is shared much more broadly throughout the family. In the area of Middle
. ticular organisations
and Upper Deeside, the main land businesses are either managed by a resident member of the owning family or by a resident Factor. This encourages a remarkable degree of cooperation over a broad range of issues. Particular organisations are the Dee District Salmon Fishery Board, the Dee Salmon Fishing Improvement Association, the South Grampian Wildfire Protection Group, the
Grampian Moorland Group, Deer Management Groups. Most businesses with signiﬁcant forestry opera ons are members of the DWP, the harves ng and marke ng coopera ve. The River Dee Trust, originally founded by
who con nues to be a trust director, is ac vely supported by this Estate and our ﬁshing guests. 5.0SOCIETY The rural economy needs long‐term
security of and continuity of policy and planning. There is a need for businesses to have efficiency of scale to be able to work effective policies and to have the necessary numbers of trained staff, who are flexible to the multiple challenges involved in the effective management of diverse environments and different enterprises. Judging by the known management situation on Deeside
there is massively more diversity and complexity than might, at ﬁrst glance, be thought. But if we are to retain a con nuity of policy and also retain a skilled workforce, full‐ me on land‐based businesses, then we need businesses that have eﬃcient scale to train and employ these skilled individuals. In terms of our ethos and a tude especially with employee development and training,
I think that we are having a huge posi ve impact on local society and I hope that spins out on a wider basis. I shall end with the comment of the Manager of a very large Estate, which actually belongs to a Trust and who said “My problem is this estate is too small not too big.” Whether we like it or not we are being driven to bigger and bigger units and we do that because of the
efficiencies that they bring. It is crucially important that we maintain large‐scale private units, which are owned and managed by people with a long‐term view of management and a long‐term commitment to the environment and to the local communities.
As has been stated very many times it is the quality of management and personal commitment that matters.
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Much of Scotland's land is fragile and uneconomically viable. In certain areas, like many businesses, economies of scale is a key factor in determining whether or not a business will or will not survive. Economic ‐ the provision of jobs and the wealth effect
this creates, allowing communities to develop, schools to operate, businesses to thrive. Environment ‐ Scotland's landscape has been managed and cherished over centuries by many differing public and private ownership structures. The success of this can be
seen through the thriving tourism industry. Environment ‐ Scotland is fast becoming a leading pioneer in renewable energy through wind, gas, hydro, solar, tidal. This has taken investment risk and had it not been for scale of ownership, this may not have been
achievable. This has created jobs and the re‐settlement of many outlying areas.
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Economics of scale. Multiple business opportunities providing more likelihood of diverse income streams.
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Benefits to the environment with regards to landscape scale habitat restoration

Open-Ended Response

The Estate owners are themselves
members of the community and
custodians of the land they are
privileged to own. They are aware of the
responsibility that goes with that and
the need to ensure that the land is
managed sustainably to provide an
income, not only for the Family but to
support the business’s employees and
local contractors who provide services to
the business. This approach provides
benefits of rural and regional
employment and by virtue of scale
enables decision making that can
operate at a landscape scale to provide
benefits that would be difficult to
deliver were the land to be in multiple
ownership. Communication with Local
Authorities, Agencies, Community
Councils and Community groups is a
feature of this stewardship and
facilitating community aspirations, both
local and national an important part of
the business’ s strategy.

Highlands

Response

a private
individual or
business

Other (please specify)

Under Q.6 this also relates to
Aberdeenshire and Moray but the
drop list only permitted one area to
be selected.

Do you have any other positive Please use the space below to describe any other positive
experiences you would like to experience of concentrated land ownership you would like to tell us
about.
tell us about?

Where in Scotland
does this
experience relate
to?

Does this
experience
relate to an
area of land
owned by...

Response

Response

Response

Yes

Open-Ended Response

See question 5.

Highlands

a private
individual or
business

Other (please specify)

Under Q.10 this also relates to
Aberdeenshire and Moray but the
drop list only permitted one area
to be selected.

Other (please
specify)

Please use the space below to describe your negative experience of concentrated land ownership.

Did you inform the land
owner (or their
representative) about
this experience?

Open-Ended Response

Response

Croft let within an area of land owned by one landlord held up access rights which meant funding couldn’t be secured , kit house was delayed by 6 months while the landlord processed my access with his restrictions at
great cost due to his solicitors costs which we had to meet . We nearly lost funding and house kit as a result .

Yes

Where in Scotland does your Does this experience
experience relate to?
relate to an area of land
owned by...

Comments

They didn’t say anything

Response

Response

Other (please specify)

Do you have any
other negative
experiences you
would like to tell us
about?

Please use the space below to
describe any other negative
experience of concentrated
land ownership you would like
to tell us about.

Did you inform the land
owner (or their
representative) about
this experience?

Response

Open-Ended Response

Response

Argyll and Bute

a private individual or
business

No

Argyll and Bute

a private individual or
business

No

Highlands

a charity

Comments

Where in
Scotland
does this
experience
relate to?

Does this
experience
relate to an
area of land
owned by...

Response

Response

What is your name

Please indicate
how strongly
you agree or
disagree with
each of the
following
statements:

Other (please
specify)

Scotland’s
concentrated
pattern of land
ownership
does not serve
the public
i t
t

Action is needed to Government interve Open-Ended Response
encourage land
ntion is required to
owners and
reduce
communities to
concentrated land
work more closely ownership
together for the
d

Strongly
disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly
disagree

Strongly disagree

Strongly disagree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Yes

Yes

Investment into the land, creating job
opportunities, This in turn allows
communities to thrive and children to
flourish. Provision of infrastructure for
outdoor recreation. Environmental
stewardship through investment into
renewable energy. The management
and stewardship of land that has
managed and preserved the landscape,
creating a spring board for the tourism
sector.

Highlands

a private
individual or
business

Yes

Yes

Yes

The main disadvantage concentrated landownership results in is
lack of options in all sorts of areas, for individuals wishing to build
a house, businesses wishing to set up and/or expand,
communities seeking to develop community owned facilities,
particularly when these are for the purposes of income generation.
In an area where there are several or multiple landowners, then
it's likely that at least one will be co‐operative and assuming there
are good results this may influence other landowners that there
are advantages to co‐operation. When there is one landowner, and
that landowner is absentee and very old fashioned in its approach,
then the disadvantages are even greater. They are very detached
from the issues in the community. Scottish government policy is
now very much based on community empowerment with the aim of
the development of sustainable locally led solutions to a range of
issues. This is challenging for any community, but for communities
without access to land it is next to impossible. If large landowners
are aware of this policy at all, then they are very much inclined to
ignore it, as it clashes with their wish to retain control of all their
land. They sometimes will agree to rent land, but much of the
funding available is based on the development of community
owned assets and developments based on rented land are not
likely to be eligible for funding. If they are, they are likely to be
less sustainable in the long term because they will always have to
pay rent, reducing the financial benefit to the community. In other
words concentrated land ownership has always been in a problem,
but in currently it is much more of a problem because of the change
in government policy. This is likely to get even worse as austerity
kicks in.

Yes

Don't Know

Like all sectors and business, there are examples of behavior by a
minority number that do not represent the views, actions and
attitudes of the majority. Clearly, this creates issues for the wider
concept of landownership and can tarnish the reputations of many,
who otherwise behave in a fair, balanced and responsible manner.

No

Yes

My problems started around the time that we got our local development trust, Applecross Community Company, underway. At the time I was working for Raasay House Community Company and received support from experienced staff at the Community Land Unit. I became more aware of the
Not applicable
opportunities open to communities which owned land and land based assets as a result. Applecross was apparently thriving in many ways, but I was aware that the population was ageing as more and more local young people moved away and we were unable to retain many of the younger people who
moved to Applecross to work mainly due to lack of affordable housing. Some long term residents were living year round in caravans, including families with young children. Affordable rented housing completed in 2003 had been in great demand and it was clear there was considerable need for more. The
Community Council tasked HSCHT to carry out a housing needs survey in 2007 which provided clear evidence of need. The CC approached the Applecross Trust to ask for suitable land for HSCHT or a housing association to develop affordable rented housing on. Sites were offered but none were suitable,
nothing more came of this. When the Community Company was set up in 2008 the Applecross Trust was initially supportive. Our first project was to save the filling station from closure which they apparently thought was an appropriate community project of no threat to them. They donated £5,000 towards
it. We had identified the opportunities for community owned renewable energy schemes and approached the Applecross Trust (and crofters) for agreement in principle to assess the viability of hydro schemes on their land. This was readily given. We identified a suitable scheme to develop on trust land and
with one year's CCF funding in place to get all necessary permissions underway (including legal fees for the Community Company and for the Applecross Trust), we approached the trust to start discussions about the terms of a lease. The trustees were only in Applecross once a year, so we met with the
factor, who was encouraging, even suggesting that the rent might be low because the income was to be spent in the community. He asked for a written submission to be sent to the trustees, so we produced a detailed 15 page long document, including information on the earning capacity of the scheme and
the many priorities the community was likely to spend the money on. Then all went quiet. We pushed for a response and were told that the Trust had handed over negotiations to Bidwells, which was also dealing with negotiations for leases for two hydro schemes RWE NPower was planning to build on trust
land. Communications became very complicated with so many parties involved, our lawyer, their lawyer, Bidwells, the factor, the trustees. It wasn't clear who was steering things. Bidwells insisted that the community hydro should be offered similar terms to those offered to RWE, saying there was "no
difference" between a community owned scheme and a commercial one. I asked for a meeting with all parties in the same place at the same time, which took place (though of course no Applecross Trust trustees attended) but did not resolve anything. In late August we held an open evening with our hydro
engineers in attendance to inform people living in the immediate area of our plans for the hydro and to allow them to ask questions and raise any issues. The chair of the Applecross Trust was in residence for his month deer shooting and he was invited along. Instead he met with our reps and engineers the
next day and shocked everyone by saying that the Applecross Trust was going to take over the scheme and develop it themselves. We had already put 18 months work and a considerable amount of grant income into the development but had no way of stopping this happening. It later became apparent
that this was an attempt to stop us pushing for more favourable terms by demonstrating their power, rather than a real plan. We went back to negotiations on terms which were incredibly slow. Our funding was only available until the end of March so we needed to make faster progress; other than the lease
negotiations everything else went well. We accepted a grid connection offer, carried out detailed design for the scheme and successfully applied for planning permission. But still the terms of the lease offered by the trust were not acceptable; they were only offering a 20 year lease (which would not have
been acceptable to lenders) and they were asking for around 7% of gross income for rent. We provided evidence from other community groups developing similar schemes of agreements with landowners at around 4%. We approached the funder for a month's extension to the grant period as legal
negotiations were still underway. This was granted and we pushed the estate to move faster. Another month's extension was agreed by the funder after intervention from our MSP but still the agreement wasn't finalised by the end of this. We ended up having to use CARES loan to pay for the remainder of
our legal fees and theirs, which added several thousand pounds to the cost of building the scheme. We did end up with better terms, at least for the first ten years, but the process was unnecessarily long and stressful. I don't know why the trust did not develop their own hydro scheme or schemes as income
generators for the estate. There are quite a number of potential schemes on the peninsula and we know that they had studies carried out, but they did not follow up recommendations. We experienced similar frustration in relation to a proposed woodfuel project, which would have been a win/win situation
for all involved. It would have brought in a contractor the Community Company had identified who would have felled the timber and taken it by sea to Skye where he ran district heating schemes. Not only would this have provided a local market for the area of timber that the Trust had grant funding to fell,
but also for large areas of timber which was ready to fell but for which they had no such subsidy. The contractor was also keen to work with the community company to set up a number of small district heating schemes in Applecross, earning him an income from the renewable heat subsidy (some of which
he would have passed to the community) and providing local people with access to affordable heat. This project was well underway with funding in place which I had initially applied for from the Timber Transport forum towards the cost of a slipway to allow barges in to carry out the timber. The Timber
Transport Forum was supportive of the plan but asked that the Applecross Trust should lead the application rather than the Community Company as it was their timber. At that time a key member of the Trust's staff, with whom we had a very good relationship, left. The project fell apart without any further
discussion with us. The proposed contractor was dropped without discussion, despite the fact that he had invested considerable time and money into the development of the joint project, including paying engineers to design the slipway. We were not informed of what was going on. The work was awarded
to another contractor who felled the area which had attracted a high percentage of public subsidy, transported it by road to Kishorn (over roads which are not suitable for heavy timber lorries) where it was sent to Ireland and Belgium. The community was left with 300 tonnes of timber not worth transporting
out and was worth little or nothing, but much was made of this donation. No explanation was offered. The Timber Transport Forum paid for minor improvements to the coast road, instead of a useful multipurpose slipway. Our main issue continues to be with lack of access to land for affordable housing,
whether for individuals, housing associations or community to develop. Two more housing needs surveys have been carried out, and two community consultations with a wide remit and in all the need for affordable housing is proven to be increasing. The reasons for this have been explained to the trust;
demand for holiday and retirement homes in Applecross is so strong that prices have risen hugely. Local people cannot compete as they are mainly dependent on tourism for income. Although our tourism industry is well established and run, employment is still seasonal and not very well paid. Over 40% of
the population is now 60 or older (figures from GP's records) and over 40% of housing stock is holiday homes. Our businesses struggle to attract and retain workforce due to lack of accommodation, there are many now living in caravans, and many who leave each winter to live elsewhere when with a home
in the area they would be able to stay. This information and the consequences for the community is all explained to the trust but still no sensible offers of housing plots. They never say no, but offer the same unsuitable plots again and again, even though it has been explained by housing professionals at
HSCHT what is needed to make a plot feasible to develop affordably.

We attempt to inform them, work with them, bring in others to
work with them on a regular basis. They seem incapable of
doing so, and/or have chosen not to do so in a useful way. They
do engage, but not usefully. So it's not really a case of
informing them, they are well aware that we are not happy.
They twist things so it looks like they are engaging usefully to
the casual observer (including many locals) when in fact they
are not. Just enough done to "tick the box" is their aim, it would
seem. They paid consultant Strath Caulaidh so carry out
extensive community consultation over about 18 months from
January 2016, with a view to informing their ten year plan for
the community. I and others put a lot of effort into our
response. I provided extensive information on my attempts to
work with them and the resulting frustrations. I also put the
consultant in touch with the Community Company's contact at
HIE who is familiar with our work and our frustrations with the
estate, and with the staff at HSCHT. He produced a report with
recommendations to the trust which included information on
the extensive response from the community, but we did not see
this report. There have been some repercussions from this work
but it's not yet clear how helpful they will be in the long term.
They have got rid of the chair of the trust who was a member of
the family who previously owned the estate and who chose to
turn it into a charity for tax purposes. They have appointed new
trustees, one of whom seems to be genuinely useful and well
informed, another who seems useless and another who is a
family member and a nephew of the chair who resigned. None
are Applecross residents.

A charity which most likely
would not be accepted as a
charity now.
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Yes

Yes
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A mono view of the land use. Little collaboration required so can
do as they please.

Yes

No

This is a very small space for a lot of benefits.... NT,John Muir Trust,RSPB all have large areas of land which they manage for environmental effect,and whilst I don't agree with much of what they do,the ownership of big swathes of land means a large effect.Big
estates employ a lot of people directly,more people to service them,and keep people and money in rural areas encouraging the rural economy,(schools,shops trades etc). I have seen several agricultural/sporting estates broken up with a drastic reduction in
the labour force and the associated knock on effects on schools etc.

There are instances of very good land ownership and management, where the landowner lives on the estate and is actively involved in estate life. In such cases the tenants have security in their homes and employment.
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it is clear, for instance with the single farm payment, it is put to
much better use for environment, local economy, local community
when awarded and managed by true active farmers. small estates
such as Annandale who have policies to make every effort to
obtain payments without returning them through active farming to
the local economy.These payments are obtained by forcing tenants
out the farms their familys have ran for generations. It is easy seen
after a short time the damage to the afore mentioned above in a
short space of time, with longer term losses from driving out
young/new farmers which have so much to offer an area compaired
to slipper farming. the trouble is, if these estate owners positions
were true management positions then they would be dismissed for
incompetence and misconduct, but because they have in this
instance, have inherited a responsibility they are not in any way
able to manage in such a way that would help and allow all of the
afore mentioned sectors prosper. unfortunately one individual can
drive the skill and energy needed in times of uncertainty out an
area for the sake of greed and selfishness, leaving it in a poor
state with a bleak future and a bad advert for Scotland.
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Yes

Yes

Yes

Tenants have no security of tenure for their homes or employment.
They are at the mercy of the landowner, which could change if the
estate is sold, or passed down to the next generation. They have
no say in how the estate is run ‐ economically, socially or
environmentally. This has wider impacts on the surrounding areas,
as well as the estate itself.

Yes
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As a new entrant in farming, the landlord has made every effort to make getting started as difficult as possible so he could obtain the single farm payment. From initially ensuring funding criteria was not met for instance
the duration of the lease was not 5 years needed for support. furthermore, doing everything which was not covered by legislation to cost the business money. for example destroying fodder crops by allowing large numbers
of deer to graze them, permitting third parties to drive through crops in v wet times. shooting with dogs with lamps amongst sheep and refusing to give notice. one sheep even got shot. 2 tups couldn't go to a sale after a
dog belonging to the shooters attacked them, to be told to learn to accept this living in the countryside by the landlord. agents and landlords take no notice of bio security risking rural shutdown in event of another foot
and mouth outbreak. very poor communication with much of it a last resort to tick a code of practice box.

Yes

although evidence was provided, confirming all the situations
to be exactly as was said, correspondence was either not
returned, or when returned not even close to honest. both
landlord and galbraiths were informed but neither replied. this
is not the case on the larger estates round here. the final
outcome was I received a tx msg from my landlord saying he
was terminating my tenancy the evening before the notice came
the next morning. anything possible has been done to break
the lease to obtain the payment and avoid tenants
improvements compensation. the outcome is having to try and
find somewhere for my sheep and I in under 2 years.
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For large tracts of Scotland, especially Highlands, it helps coordinate the land management in a consistent fashion. Some owners are public bodies and or charitable groups.
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Investment Employment Sustainability
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in areas of marginal land use it can help sustain jobs and livelihoods
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Our experience is that the only benefits are to the landowner, who enjoys undue influence, and appears to believe that there is no requirement to take other interests into consideration
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Many areas of Scotland benefit from ownership by a smaller number of people because these people have the means to invest into the countryside without any meaningful return. These areas are as beautiful as they are down to the owners investing their
own money into the estates with very little financial reward. Should these areas be owned by communities the business case would be very dubious and would most likely require heavily subsidised backing from taxpayers money. People can enjoy the beauty
of these areas, they are fully accessible to the public. There may be other areas where there might be more of a business case but that would then require cherry picking which is hardly a beneficial situation for a developed country like Scotland. Other
benefits include environmental. The current owners in the large part invest heavily into their estates to give environmental benefits to the public at their own cost. For example, they may cull the deer in order natural regeneration can occur in over‐grazed
areas. This is a financial cost as the income received usually does not cover the expenditure required. The public get the benefit of a more balanced habitat rather than an over‐grazed hillside.
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Yes

Lack of people. Playground for the rich. Lack of employment
opportunities. Poor land and livestock management

Yes

Yes

One main owner means they can do pretty much so as they like.
Very little availability of land for building.

Yes

Keeping people out. Death of community

No

Argyll and Bute

a private individual or
business
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Highlands

a private individual or
business

Yes

No support for road
improvements through the land
as they want to discourage
anyone but them and their
paying guests from the area

Yes

Highlands
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Allowing the community to use their land for sports events
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Muckle Toon Adventure Festival

South west Scotland (South
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North east Scotland
(Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire
and Moray)
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business

No
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Yes

land owners living and working in community benefits school,
housing jobs etc
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East central Scotland (Fife,
Dundee, Perth and Kinross,
Angus)

a private
individual or
business

Yes

Estates provide farms/land to let. Rental levels of farms/land let
on secure tenancies are well below those let on short term
arrangements. Land Reform legislation will result in the
disappearance of this type of tenancy within a generation thus
removing the opportunity for young farmers to inherit tenancies
which may have been in their family for many years

East central
Scotland (Fife,
Dundee, Perth and
Kinross, Angus)

a private
individual or
business

No

Stability and continuity. Often high levels of investment which would not take place if land ownership was more fragmented

Yes

Investment by wealthy owners provides
jobs in remote areas. Estates provide an
important resource of affordable rented
property
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Don't Know

Woodland restoration on a significant
scale. from my own experience with
forestry grant schemes and management
large scale ownership has allowed
landscape scale restoration. This has
been the subject of public consultation
and environmental survey.

Highlands

a private
individual or
business

Yes

sustainable small communities in areas
of marginal land use that would
otherwise be unlikely to last. woods and
landscape maintained to a high
standard contributing to scotland's
beauty

Highlands

a private
individual or
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In the remote areas of Western Scotland,
specifically Inverness‐Shire, there are
vast areas of stunning mountains
enjoyed by thousands of tourists and
hillwalkers every year. There are large
numbers of deer which need to be culled
so that the health of the herd can be
maintained and so enjoyed by the public
but also habitat diversity is maintained.
Landowners are also investing in fences
and planting to create new forestry
schemes of native species which not
only enhances habitat diversity but also
plays a role in carbon consumption. I
have personal experience in both of the
above and know that they cost more than
any income that is produced and the
benefits to the wider public good are
plain to see.
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Yes

it has disadvantages in an urban context or areas of high
population where access to housing via new developments can be
disproprtionately constrained by conncentated landownership
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Yes

Land= power and influence. Control ceded to landowner is
therefore denied to local communities Local communities have
little or no influence on land use issues. Landowner can block
initiatives on a whim.(One local example when local Estate
claimed that Duke would not support development of a riverside
walk, in spite of community support and ringfenced Local Authority
funding) Landowner has undue influence on economic activity (E.g
Fracking proposals/ Eviction of tenant farmers/ Eviction of
longstanding domestic tenants Local Council & planners
influenced by powerful interests.
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Give local area a community focus ie a central focal point where community and land owners have strong links and this leads tp promotion of an area and community benefits from branding for product sales or tourism promotion
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Yes
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Many of the large land holdings are extremely unproductive, not through any fault of the land owner, but due to the severe limitations imposed on the units by geography, geology, topography, and climate. It takes a huge area of this type of ground to provide
any sort of living or employment for a person. Most of these units are heavily subsidised by rich men, at a substantial loss. Much better than being heavily subsidised by the tax payer. Effectively, in effect, the only use for much of this ground is for field sports,
and by nature this requires large land holdings.

Yes

6847101657

171394175

2018‐04‐23 17:02:31

2018‐04‐23 17:02:38

Yes

6846428807

171394175

2018‐04‐23 13:31:21

2018‐04‐23 13:34:40

Yes

No

6844716003

171394175

2018‐04‐22 11:50:27

2018‐04‐22 11:52:09

Yes

Yes

6843694504

171394175

2018‐04‐21 13:01:09

2018‐04‐21 13:01:51

Yes

6843629215

171394175

2018‐04‐21 11:36:35

2018‐04‐21 11:40:07

Yes

Yes

6841969562

171394175

2018‐04‐20 16:07:40

2018‐04‐20 16:08:37

Yes

6841894427

171394175

2018‐04‐20 15:43:20

2018‐04‐20 15:43:32

Yes

6841888648

171394175

2018‐04‐20 15:41:06

2018‐04‐20 15:42:12

Yes

6841887845

171394175

2018‐04‐20 15:40:39

2018‐04‐20 15:41:14

Yes

6836817953

171394175

2018‐04‐18 19:57:16

2018‐04‐18 20:03:27

Yes

6833215189

171394175

2018‐04‐17 17:26:44

2018‐04‐17 17:27:21

No

6829275892

171394175

2018‐04‐16 12:10:03

2018‐04‐16 12:11:12

Yes

6829274199

171394175

2018‐04‐16 12:09:43

2018‐04‐16 12:09:52

Yes

6828999845

171394175

2018‐04‐16 9:30:46

2018‐04‐26 21:54:30

Yes

6824063581

171394175

2018‐04‐13 10:32:55

2018‐04‐13 10:38:34

Yes

6824061332

171394175

2018‐04‐13 10:31:00

2018‐04‐13 10:31:26

Yes

6822247491

171394175

2018‐04‐12 17:23:13

2018‐04‐12 17:26:10

Yes

6821209474

171394175

2018‐04‐12 9:55:29

2018‐04‐12 10:04:40

Yes

6816446347

171394175

2018‐04‐10 17:36:39

2018‐04‐10 17:36:54

Yes

6815955089

171394175

2018‐04‐10 15:00:05

2018‐04‐10 15:01:14

Yes

6815557774

171394175

2018‐04‐10 12:10:18

2018‐04‐10 12:10:40

Yes

6812807997

171394175

2018‐04‐09 13:52:02

2018‐04‐09 13:57:18

Yes

Yes

6812429298

171394175

2018‐04‐09 10:20:28

2018‐04‐09 10:21:31

Yes

No

No

6809144678

171394175

2018‐04‐06 20:45:37

2018‐04‐06 20:49:34

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Highlands

a private
individual or
business

Yes

Highlands

a private
individual or
business

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

The only remotely economic use of much
of Scotland'spoor quality land is for field
sports, and possibly a little for forestry,
though we have already seen what
misguided forestry has done in some
areas ( Flow Country? ). Nor has mass
afforestation provided long term
employment in remote areas. Quite the
reverse in fact. Why saddle the tax payer
with the cost of these large uneconomic
units for no benefits. Habituated Black
houses have not disappeared for no
reason....

Highlands

a private
individual or
business

Strongly disagree

Yes

Yes

North east Scotland
(Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire
and Moray)

a private individual or
business

Yes

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Tend to
disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Tend to disagree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Tend to disagree

Yes

No

Yes

Stability and long‐term husbandry

No

Don't Know

Big spaces, national parks etc. We run a small remote restaurant and a lot of guests come to explore the big open 'wilderness' So to a extent there is benefits.

Yes

Gathering of small estates in Sutherland by very wealthy
individual/s. too much control in one persons hands. Wealthy
individual is able to spend money to stop development in the
planning process, call the shots in the community as owns
homes/livelihoods. Concentration of power.

Yes

No

Yes

Benefits to the land owners on terms of power status and lifestyle. Tenants have little power and can be squeezed out.

No

Don't know

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Tend to disagree

No

No

Don't know

Tend to
disagree

When applied properly, there is a far greater opportunity to manage wildlife habitat on a landscape scale. Fragmented ownership makes it incredibly difficult to achieve and massively increases the cost to the public purse. The ability to amalgamate many
marginal management activities into an operational plan that will provide continuous employment for specialist contractors that is rarely possible in a mixed ownership. e.g.

Don't know

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Not applicable

No

No

No

Economies of Scale. Community focussed, benevolent landowners able to manage estates for public benefit at large scale

No

Yes

Yes

No

Reverse of above. Absent, disinterested owners may be resistant to
change, community aspirations, stifling progress.

Yes

Yes

No

Strongly
disagree

Strongly agree

6809140406

171394175

2018‐04‐06 20:43:41

2018‐04‐06 20:46:45

Yes

Yes

Yes

6808522703

171394175

2018‐04‐06 16:36:47

2018‐04‐06 16:37:17

Yes

6808407897

171394175

2018‐04‐06 15:55:13

2018‐04‐06 16:01:25

Yes

Yes

6808362616

171394175

2018‐04‐06 15:39:27

2018‐04‐06 15:42:08

Yes

Yes

6808332468

171394175

2018‐04‐06 15:27:50

2018‐04‐06 15:29:10

Yes

Yes

Employment, Infrastucure, Investment.

Yes

6808295746

171394175

2018‐04‐06 15:14:20

2018‐04‐06 15:20:19

Yes

Yes

can mean no cost to public purse co‐ordinated approach to environmental issues generous approach to access of land and management of it

Yes

6808270705

171394175

2018‐04‐06 15:04:34

2018‐04‐06 15:12:04

Yes

Yes

ability to employ rangers, co‐ordinated deer control, enough land to offer plenty of access and in some cases for well managed path networks extensive environmental strategy

Yes

6808237466

171394175

2018‐04‐06 14:52:23

2018‐04‐06 14:52:41

Yes

6808227360

171394175

2018‐04‐06 14:48:09

2018‐04‐06 14:50:18

Yes

6807885029

171394175

2018‐04‐06 12:03:54

2018‐04‐06 12:04:21

Yes

6806562067

171394175

2018‐04‐05 20:49:26

2018‐04‐06 11:40:09

Yes

6806289127

171394175

2018‐04‐05 19:10:33

2018‐04‐05 19:11:10

Yes

6805798580

171394175

2018‐04‐05 16:23:29

2018‐04‐05 16:24:07

Yes

6805521624

171394175

2018‐04‐05 14:44:56

2018‐04‐05 14:56:22

6805373493

171394175

2018‐04‐05 13:56:42

6805178336

171394175

6804988871

The social and economic needs of the communities can be addressed at a local level. The same with environmental issues. Investment can be targeted where it is needed to maintain sustainable communities.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Highlands

a public body

Yes

open access to sea loch shoreline use
of land for school and charity events
deer control co‐ordinated with ADMG
guidance private owner carries costs

Argyll and Bute

a private
individual or
business

Yes

charity event in private garden shore often used by campers and
cleaned up by owner

Argyll and Bute

a private
individual or
business

Yes

plenty of easy access co‐ordinated
deer control working within ADMG
directives sea water loch side not
fenced off, so available for all to use

Argyll and Bute

a private
individual or
business

Yes

private garden available for school use and charity events

Argyll and Bute

a private
individual or
business

Yes

Highlands

a private
individual or
business

No

Yes

No

Tend to
disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Tend to disagree

can lead to jealousy

No

Strongly
disagree

Tend to agree

Strongly disagree

can create a feeling of jealousy

No

Strongly
disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Strongly disagree

No

No

No

The only benefits are if the owners/occupiers actually use the land effectively for farming, for instance, and if there are ongoing improvements to the quality of the land and how it is used and operated for the benefit of the local community and the country as
a whole.

No

Yes

Lack of investment in land quality improvement by crofting
landlords‐‐‐croft land not being utilised at all by tenants and
allowed to revert to reeds and bog. No tree planting because it is
"a waste of good grazing" but said grazing depletes the land of any
possible re vitalising of the natural vegetation and trees which
would provide shelter and land improvement for cattle and
possibly sheep. Total lack of proper control of increasing deer
population‐‐‐wolves (very controversial idea I know) could be
introduced in some areas rather than having the total lack of
control that there is in some areas of the increasing deer
population as they have no natural predators

Yes

Yes

Yes

local employment to one/few businesses. owners are usually wealthy and invest lots into the area and encourage tourism etc.

No

No

I don't see any disadvantages.

Yes

2018‐04‐05 14:10:08

Yes

No

There are beautiful landscapes and productive patches within land owned and controlled by a small number of people, however these benefits are minor compared to what they could be if the land was in community ownership. Other benefits such as the
right to roam have come about due to public pressure and despite the wishes of large land owners.

No

Yes

Yes

2018‐04‐05 12:21:10

2018‐04‐05 12:21:20

Yes

Erratic decision‐making. No community consultation in decisions.
Decisions that undermine the fabric of community. Long‐standing
(multi‐generational) community members with no security to
remain. Sub‐standard housing stock. Repairs to houses not carried
out despite repeated requests. Unhealthy, damp, fungus‐filled
houses. Creative people with a hope to make something of
themselves in the place moving out again and again as they
realise what they are up against. Unlived in 'heritage' prioritised
over community, when both should be a priority. Grant monies (for
building repairs, path‐making, environmental projects etc accruing
to the wealthy owners of thousands of acres rather than the
common good. Ongoing practices of primogeniture mean even the
laird's siblings do not receive a share of the estate. Arbitrary
change of use, removal of storage areas, removal of garden areas,
removal of access, change of parking and other general worsening
of conditions carried out without consultation. Results of
consultations that were carried out by external bodies never made
public to community despite being told this would be the case.
Lack of transparency, lack of clarity, and a feeling of
disempowerment as standard due to the poor practices and
attitudes described above. Staff of the estate fired without good reason

171394175

2018‐04‐05 10:07:58

2018‐04‐05 10:09:22

Yes

Yes

6803099324

171394175

2018‐04‐04 17:10:42

2018‐04‐04 17:14:48

Yes

Yes

6803044035

171394175

2018‐04‐04 16:52:57

2018‐04‐04 16:53:06

Yes

6802856971

171394175

2018‐04‐04 15:53:21

2018‐04‐04 15:55:17

Yes

Don't know

6800426067

171394175

2018‐04‐03 17:46:08

2018‐04‐03 18:19:53

Yes

Yes

The land can be managed more efficiently and productively and can also can be more beneficial to the environment.

Yes

6800335777

171394175

2018‐04‐03 17:18:43

2018‐04‐03 17:19:13

Yes

6800316286

171394175

2018‐04‐03 17:13:15

2018‐04‐03 17:13:25

Yes

6800148749

171394175

2018‐04‐03 16:22:21

2018‐04‐03 16:23:01

Yes

6799945911

171394175

2018‐04‐03 15:20:09

2018‐04‐03 15:31:06

Yes

Yes

The biggest benefit is that the tax payer is not having to foot the bill for maintaining the amenities and employment in these areas.

Yes

6799377436

171394175

2018‐04‐03 10:59:51

2018‐04‐03 11:01:24

Yes

Yes

More employment and the look of the landscape in Scotland

Yes

6799198894

171394175

2018‐04‐03 8:54:32

2018‐04‐03 8:54:55

Yes

6798333814

171394175

2018‐04‐02 22:20:03

2018‐04‐02 22:21:32

Yes

6797498671

171394175

2018‐04‐02 16:31:30

2018‐04‐02 16:31:50

Yes

6795053791

171394175

2018‐03‐31 10:58:33

2018‐03‐31 11:30:41

Yes

Don't know

This cannot be a YES/ No answer because there are two issues that I have experienced and which show a benefit and a major disadvantage of large scale land ownership. The benefit is where the owner is resident on the land and actively involved in the
management and long term sustainability and planning of the 'business'. The problem is where the management has been passed to an outside agency that has no long term vested interest in how the land, and the business is made sustainable and
capable of engaging with the local community. Where the management of an estate is transferred to a management company, long term environmental and economic sustainability cease to be priority and are replaced with targets that are concentrate on
short term gains that seldom create long term employment or new business opportunities .

Yes

6791720565

171394175

2018‐03‐29 16:08:08

2018‐03‐29 16:10:10

Yes

No

No Benefits to locals.

No

6791002968

171394175

2018‐03‐29 10:06:22

2018‐03‐29 10:13:48

Yes

Yes

Yes

Large tracts of Scotland, particularly the Highlands are agriculturally or economically very poor. they wont sustain any economic activity other than perhaps some sporting undertakings that themselves depend on scale for their success. if we dilute the
ownership beyond a certain level, we negate the ability to undertake any economically viable use of the land

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Both my husband and myself have been
born and brought up and worked and
now rent a house on shooting estates
and have had a wonderlife.

North east Scotland
(Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire
and Moray)

a private
individual or
business

Yes

East central Scotland (Fife,
Dundee, Perth and Kinross,
Angus)

a private
individual or
business

Yes

East central Scotland (Fife,
Dundee, Perth and Kinross,
Angus)

a private
individual or
business

No

North east Scotland
(Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire
and Moray)

Yes

Yes

land that

Not worth it ‐‐they are not open to improvement

Yes

6791002009

171394175

2018‐03‐29 9:16:11

2018‐03‐29 10:05:44

Yes

6790925951

171394175

2018‐03‐29 8:59:12

2018‐03‐30 14:31:46

Yes

6790774832

171394175

2018‐03‐29 6:40:26

2018‐03‐29 6:41:09

Yes

6789060874

171394175

2018‐03‐28 16:16:41

2018‐03‐28 16:17:13

Yes

6788296603

171394175

2018‐03‐28 10:33:39

2018‐03‐28 14:31:41

Yes

Yes

Potentially, in that large scale landscape / biodiversity protection / enhancement could be achieved. This of course assumes that the owner was supportive of such issues and wished to undertake such actions.

No

6788203163

171394175

2018‐03‐28 9:27:40

2018‐03‐28 9:30:48

Yes

Yes

It is more straightforward to have communication with the community if only one or a few owners are managing an area.

Yes

6788049441

171394175

2018‐03‐28 7:23:25

2018‐03‐28 7:24:47

Yes

6788041011

171394175

2018‐03‐28 7:17:18

2018‐03‐28 7:17:35

Yes

6788037902

171394175

2018‐03‐28 7:14:10

2018‐03‐28 7:16:23

Yes

6787269044

171394175

2018‐03‐27 22:37:41

2018‐03‐27 22:38:43

Yes

6786689463

171394175

2018‐03‐27 19:19:15

2018‐03‐27 19:19:30

Yes

6785682560

171394175

2018‐03‐27 14:13:09

2018‐03‐27 14:13:24

Yes

6785517817

171394175

2018‐03‐27 13:03:50

2018‐03‐27 13:05:21

Yes

6783845605

171394175

2018‐03‐26 19:58:20

2018‐03‐26 20:02:31

Yes

6782574204

171394175

2018‐03‐26 11:50:33

2018‐03‐26 11:50:42

Yes

6782356630

171394175

2018‐03‐26 9:26:05

2018‐03‐26 9:26:24

Yes

6782210080

171394175

2018‐03‐26 7:32:30

2018‐03‐26 7:34:12

Yes

6781026071

171394175

2018‐03‐25 7:05:05

2018‐03‐25 7:38:37

Yes

6780784098

171394175

2018‐03‐25 0:21:36

2018‐03‐25 0:27:32

Yes

Yes

Yes

6780483207

171394175

2018‐03‐24 18:30:54

2018‐03‐24 18:36:45

Yes

No

No

Yes

Land availability for housing.

Yes

6779386502

171394175

2018‐03‐23 22:45:38

2018‐03‐23 22:56:15

Yes

No

No

Yes

obstruct sustainable community development

Yes

6779126603

171394175

2018‐03‐23 20:42:46

2018‐03‐23 20:43:36

Yes

6778884775

171394175

2018‐03‐23 19:02:24

2018‐03‐23 19:05:43

Yes

Yes

Yes

6778529197

171394175

2018‐03‐23 16:53:07

2018‐03‐23 16:57:49

Yes

Yes

It is possible to find examples ‐ both historical and contemporary ‐ of far‐sighted environmental, economic and developmental policies that were implemented over large territories by individuals or families. The tree planting policies of the
ending on familes
for example, echoed more recently by the re‐planting of Glenfeshie, are two examples of positive environmental changes implemented by individuals of wealth and little accountability. Historically, and depending on the families and individuals, these private
landowners have attempted to institute economic improvement for the benefit of the wider communities that lived on the land although these efforts were not always seen as a benefit by the communities
attempt to turn Lewis into a
productive fishing and canning plant was essentially rejected by islanders who wished to see land reform and not be dependent upon the largesse of individual landowners on principle. So, it is possible to trace benefits, but the heritable system means that
this is not a product of that system as such, but rather the product of individual actions.

No

6778133346

171394175

2018‐03‐23 14:36:30

2018‐03‐23 14:36:47

Yes

6777830824

171394175

2018‐03‐23 12:13:22

2018‐03‐23 12:13:44

Yes

6777800916

171394175

2018‐03‐23 11:54:31

2018‐03‐23 11:54:42

Yes

6777790951

171394175

2018‐03‐23 11:47:48

2018‐03‐23 11:48:09

Yes

6777788933

171394175

2018‐03‐23 11:46:33

2018‐03‐23 11:46:49

Yes

6777768202

171394175

2018‐03‐23 11:32:40

2018‐03‐23 11:32:55

Yes

6777760312

171394175

2018‐03‐23 11:27:20

2018‐03‐23 11:56:36

Yes

Yes

Economies of scale. A great extent of Scotland is made up of poor land and it is not viable to manage when split up into small areas, be it farming, deer management etc. Large swathes of land when owned by a limited few can lead to the faster action of
improvements be it social, community or environmental as there are fewer challenges to overcome from additional parties. These landowners often assist with these improvements to the local communities and the environment by donating their land use and
additional services at no cost, which may not be possible otherwise.

Yes

6777751964

171394175

2018‐03‐23 11:21:30

2018‐03‐23 11:21:43

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Larger area heritage protection and policy. Often protection from small scale diverse commercialistic development. Often higher wealth input and tax write off funding from wealthy individuals which otherwise would not flow into area without damaging and
narrow interest development.

No

No benefits in our village

Yes

If the landowner is unsympathetic / unresponsive to issues of
public good / environmental benefit then clearly the opportunity to
gain public or societal benefit from land is diminished

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

North east Scotland
(Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire
and Moray)

a private
individual or
business

No

Yes

Leasing of local halls to communities at
East central Scotland (Fife,
peppercorn rent or rent free. Assisting
Dundee, Perth and Kinross,
local communities during creation of
Angus)
core paths and other access routes,
simplifying the procedure. Rent free
broadband mast sites for local
communities. Being able to offer
farming opportunities to 'young farmers'
be it through tenancies or contract
farming. Deer Management. Due to deer
herds moving many miles at times it is
far easier to manage these species
when a large areas of land is controlled
by one party. Being able to designate
large areas into environmental schemes
which has a positive widescale impact on nature.

a private
individual or
business

No

Lack of interest or investment by landowner for decades. Lately
without any prior consultation with community plans announced
for a massive wind farm.

Yes

Yes

Not applicable

South west Scotland (South
Lanarkshire, South and East
Ayrshire, Dumfries and
Galloway)

a private individual or
business

No

Yes

No

North east Scotland
(Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire
and Moray)

a private individual or
business

Yes

Argyll and Bute

a public body

Yes

Yes

No availability of land for housing where I have always lived and work.

Yes

Forestry commission scotland one of the worSt absentee
landlords.

Yes

Strongly agree

Transport Scotland threat to
our business, that if we do not
buy the land at hugely inflated
price theye might close our
business down.

Strongly agree

No

North east
Scotland
(Aberdeen,
Aberdeenshir
e and Moray)

a private
individual
or business

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Yes

Argyll and
Bute

a public
body

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Strongly agree

Neither agree
nor disagree

Neither agree nor
disagree

Strongly disagree

6777750376

171394175

2018‐03‐23 11:20:21

2018‐03‐23 11:20:34

Yes

6777744279

171394175

2018‐03‐23 11:15:43

2018‐03‐23 11:17:35

Yes

No

No

6777743488

171394175

2018‐03‐23 11:15:27

2018‐03‐23 11:17:20

Yes

Yes

Yes

6777730595

171394175

2018‐03‐23 11:05:58

2018‐03‐23 11:06:21

Yes

6776803702

171394175

2018‐03‐22 23:05:54

2018‐03‐22 23:08:41

Yes

6776510755

171394175

2018‐03‐22 21:04:01

2018‐03‐22 21:04:50

Yes

6775879256

171394175

2018‐03‐22 17:18:03

2018‐03‐22 17:22:53

Yes

6775784066

171394175

2018‐03‐22 16:53:13

2018‐03‐22 16:53:23

Yes

6774957761

171394175

2018‐03‐22 11:14:33

2018‐03‐22 11:14:54

Yes

6774872702

171394175

2018‐03‐22 10:19:47

2018‐03‐22 10:19:59

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

a charity

No

